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ABSTRACT: Surface hopping dynamics methods using the coupled cluster to
approximated second order (CC2), the algebraic diagrammatic construction
scheme to second order (ADC(2)), and the time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT) were developed and implemented into the program system
Newton-X. These procedures are especially well-suited to simulate nonadiabatic
processes involving various excited states of the same multiplicity and the
dynamics in the first excited state toward an energetic minimum or up to the
region where a crossing with the ground state is found. 9H-adenine in the gas
phase was selected as the test case. The results showed that dynamics with
ADC(2) is very stable, whereas CC2 dynamics fails within 100 fs, because of
numerical instabilities present in the case of quasi-degenerate excited states.
ADC(2) dynamics correctly predicts the ultrafast character of the deactivation
process. It predicts that C2-puckered conical intersections should be the
preferential pathway for internal conversion for low-energy excitation. C6-
puckered conical intersection also contributes appreciably to internal conversion, becoming as important as C2-puckered for
high-energy excitations. In any case, H-elimination plays only a minor role. TDDFT based on a long-range corrected functional
fails to predict the ultrafast deactivation. In the comparison with several other methods previously used for dynamics simulations
of adenine, ADC(2) has the best performance, providing the most consistent results so far.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonadiabatic dynamics has become a central method for the
prediction of excited-state properties and the assignment of
features in time-resolved spectra. However, the large computa-
tional cost of such simulations has led to the development of
semiclassical independent-trajectory methods such as surface
hopping,1 as well as to the reduction of statistical ensembles2

and the use of cost-effective low-level electronic structure
methods.3

For many problems in photochemistry and photophysics,
temporal evolution involves nonadiabatic relaxation through
the manifold of excited electronic states of the same multiplicity
until the minimum of the first excited state is reached (Kasha’s
rule) or until a region of crossing to the ground state of that
multiplicity is found. For this early dynamics, static electron
correlation of the ground state is often of minor importance for
the description of the potential energy surfaces, compared with
dynamic electron correlation. This motivates the search for
single-reference methods that can be efficiently coupled to on-
the-fly schemes for dynamics simulations. Time-dependent

density functional theory (TDDFT) has been the method of
choice for several groups recently,4 and many successful cases
have been published.4c (For a critical review on the applicability
of different methods, see ref 3.) Sharing this motivation, in this
work, we report the implementation of surface hopping
dynamics based on different single-reference electronic
structure methods. Specifically, we consider the second-order
approximate coupled cluster (CC2)5 and the algebraic
diagrammatic construction to second order (ADC(2))6

methods, which, in combination with the resolution of the
identity (RI) approximation, can provide accurate potential
energy surfaces at a computational cost that is feasible for on-
the-fly dynamics simulations. While these two methods are very
similar, from a methodological point of view, ADC(2)
possesses the distinct advantage of being derived from a
Hermitian eigenvalue problem, which increases the numerical
stability of this method in the case of quasi-degenerate excited
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states, as well as generally reducing the computational effort
required for the computation of molecular properties and
gradients. Surface hopping dynamics with CC2 and ADC(2)
was implemented in an interface between the Netwon-X7 and
Turbomole8 programs. In addition, we also present a new
interface between Newton-X and Gaussian 09,9 which extends
the range of methods available to surface hopping dynamics to
TDDFT with long-range corrected functionals10 and Tamm-
Dancoff approximation (TDA)11 based either on restricted or
unrestricted DFT.
Analytic nonadiabatic coupling vectors at the CC level have

been considered only rarely in the literature,12 and no
implementation for either CC2 or ADC(2) is available. For
this reason, and for the purpose of computational efficiency, we
follow a different approach based on wave function overlaps of
approximate configuration interaction with single excitations
(CIS) wave functions. These overlaps may be used
subsequently in connection with two algorithms for the
propagation of the wave function: the standard adiabatic
one,13 and a locally-diabatic approach,14 which was shown to be
particularly stable in the case of highly peaked nonadiabatic
couplings.15 The procedures developed here certainly follow a
pragmatic strategy, which, however, is expected to provide good
results in cases where the ground-state wave function is well-
described by a single determinant and the excited states by
single excitations. In such circumstances, the changes in the
character of the electronic wave function and nonadiabatic
interactions will be computed fairly well. It should be kept in
mind, at this point, that computational efficiency is a major
criterion since, in the on-the-fly approach of surface hopping,
excited-state energies and nonadiabatic interactions must be
computed at each time step, leading to an extremely large
computational effort.
We selected 9H-adenine in the gas phase to test these

implementations. The advantage of working with this molecule
for testing new methods is that results from dynamics
simulations at several theoretical levels are available, including
ab initio16 and semiempirical17 multireference configuration
interaction (MRCI), semiempirical configuration interaction
(CI) with floating-occupation molecular orbitals,18 TDDFT
with several functionals,3,19 and time-dependent density
functional tight binding (TD-DFTB).20 Diverse dynamics
methods have been used as well, including not only surface
hopping,3,16−18,20b but also Ehrenfest dynamics20a and quantum
wavepacket propagation.19 Moreover, several experimental
time-resolved spectra are also available in the gas phase.21

There is still another reason that makes it interesting to
readdress the dynamics of 9H-adenine in the gas phase:
although there is no doubt that 9H-adenine excited at the
maximum of the first band returns to the ground state via
internal conversion within ∼1 ps, there is no agreement about
which reaction pathway is used. Simulations based on ab initio
methods predicted that internal conversion occurs in a region
of the seam of conical intersections characterized by puckering
of the pyrimidine ring at the C2 atom (Figure 1).16 However,
other simulations based on semiempirical methods predicted
that internal conversion happens at a C6-puckered region of the
crossing seam.17,18 Finally, other authors have suggested that
the experiments indicate that H elimination from a NH bond is
the actual way for internal conversion, even at low excitation
energies.21d

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Nonadiabatic dynamics was simulated with the fewest-switches
surface hopping1b corrected for decoherence effects (α = 0.1
hartree).22 Trajectories ran for a maximum of 1000 fs or until a
S1−S0 energy gap smaller than 0.1 eV was reached. Integration
was done with a time step of 0.5 fs for the classical equations
and a time step of 0.025 fs for the quantum equations, using
interpolated quantities between classical steps. The number of
trajectories and the initial states are discussed later.
Electronic structure calculations were performed with CC2,5

ADC(2),6 and TDDFT.23 CC2 is a simplification of the
coupled-cluster singles and doubles (CCSD), which truncates
the doubles equations such that excitation energies of singly
excited states remain correct through second order in the
fluctuation potential. Replacing double substitution amplitudes
in the CC2 Jacobian ACC2 (a matrix in the space of single and
double orbital substitutions) by their first-order approximations
produces the Jacobian of the CIS(D∞) approximation.24 The
ADC(2) method, which was originally derived using dia-
grammatic perturbation theory,6a may be expressed by the
symmetric Jacobian AADC(2) = 1/2(A

CIS(D∞) + ACIS(D∞)†) where
† indicates the conjugate transpose of A. Excited-state energies
of either of these approximations correspond to the eigenvalues
of the respective Jacobian, while the contribution of each
determinant to the excitation is associated to the eigenvectors.
Nonadiabatic interactions are computed during the dynamics

by considering the numerical approximation proposed by
Hammes-Schiffer and Tully.13 In this approach, the inner
product between the nonadiabatic coupling Fkl and the classical
velocity v (both vectors in nuclear coordinate space) computed
at time t is given by15
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where Skl(t) is the overlap integral of electronic wave functions
ϕn for states k and l,
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and Δt is the integration time step. For TDDFT, this
approximation has been successfully applied by several
authors.25 The wave function is written as a formal
configuration interaction with single excitations (CIS) wave
function:26
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where |Φia⟩ is a Slater determinant corresponding to an
excitation from Kohn−Sham orbitals i to a with corresponding
orbital energies εi and εa. En is the excitation energy for state n.

Figure 1. 9H-adenine structures of the S1 minimum and of the C2 and
C6 S1/S0 conical intersections (X).
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Xia
n is the time-dependent linear-response pseudo-eigenvector

for the same determinant for state n. In the construction of the
wave function, the Yia

n components of the pseudo-eigenvector
are neglected and Xia

n are orthogonalized, implying that the
nonadiabatic couplings are computed within an approach
equivalent to the Tamm−Dancoff approximation.
Similarly, for CC2, an approximate wave function is

constructed as

∑ϕ| ⟩ = |Φ ⟩Rn
ia

ia
n

ia
(4)
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where Ria
n and Lia

n are the single substitution parts of the right
and left Jacobian eingenvectors. For ADC(2), the same
expression is used with Lia

n = Ria
n . From these CIS wave

functions built at two sequential time steps, the wave function
overlaps (eq 2) are computed as described in refs 25c and 27.
To arrive at eqs 4 and 5, several approximations that rely on

the predominance of single excitations in the wave function are
introduced. These approximations allow for an efficient
computation of the overlap matrix elements. First, doubles
amplitudes are neglected, because they are never explicitly
stored in the Turbomole implementation5b of CC2 and
ADC(2), which exploits the diagonality of the double/double
blocks of the Jacobian to reformulate the eigenvalue problem in
the single-substitution space only. For simplicity reasons, the
singles amplitudes are used to construct a formal CIS wave
function, rather than an actual CC wave function. Per default,
these truncated wave functions are reorthonormalized (see ref
12c with regard to challenges in normalizing the original CC
wave functions). In addition, in the case of CC2, where right
and left eigenvectors are different (forming a biorthogonal
system) due to the nonsymmetry of the Jacobian, we compute
the overlap of the right vectors of the respective current time
step with the left vectors from the previous one. These
approximations allow us to compute the overlaps at a
reasonable effort (∼20% of the total computation time for
one single step). By contrast, one would expect the exact
overlaps of CC wave functions to scale exponentially with
system size, and, to our knowledge, such calculations have
never been attempted.
A ground-state harmonic-oscillator Wigner distribution for

the nuclei was used to simulate the absorption spectrum with
the Nuclear Ensemble (NE) approach.28 The parameters for
the spectrum simulations were Np = 500 (number of ensemble
points), Nfs = 6 (number of excited states), and δ = 0.1 eV
(Gaussian line broadening). Initial conditions for dynamics

were obtained from the absorption spectrum in restricted
spectral domains, as explained later in section 3.2.
Turbomole was used for CC2 and ADC(2) calculations, and

Gaussian 09 was used for TDDFT. Newton-X interfaced to
these programs was used for dynamics simulations. In the cases
of TDDFT, trajectories were computed with the long-range
and dispersion corrected ωB97XD functional.10,29 To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study using long-range
corrected functionals in combination with surface hopping
dynamics. The aug-cc-pVDZ basis set30 was adopted for all
calculations.
For comparison, nonadiabatic coupling vectors were

computed at the multireference configuration interaction level
with single excitations (MR-CIS) using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set, based on a complete active reference space of 10 electrons
in 8 orbitals (3π, 2n, 3π*). These orbitals were generated using
a complete active space self-consistent field calculation in the
same active space. These computations were performed with
the Columbus program package.31

3. RESULTS
3.1. Vertical Excitations and S1 Minimum. The vertical

excitation energies into the lowest singlet states of 9H-adenine
are given in Table 1. The lowest excitation is into the n−π*
state, which is closely followed by two π−π* states and then by
the Rydberg π−3s. The experimental value for the vertical
excitation was proposed in ref 32, based on vapor spectra of
adenine reported in ref 33. It was estimated by adding the
deviation between the computed vertical excitation and the
simulated band maximum to the experimental band max-
imum.32 The comparison of the computational values with the
experimental result for the π−π* states is excellent for all
methods. The CC2 energies fall within the experimental error
bar, while the ADC(2) result is lower than the experiment by
0.1 eV. CC2 results with aug-cc-pVTZ basis set reported in ref
34 are ∼0.1 eV larger than those in Table 1. It may also be
noted that the hierarchically superior EOM-CCSD(T) method
puts the dark n−π* states somewhat above the π−π* states,
changing the state ordering.35 With TDDFT, the vertical
excitations of adenine are rather sensitive to the functional, as
we have discussed previously.3 Specifically, for ωB97XD, the
vertical excitation energy is 0.17 eV higher than the
experimental value. For all methods, there are substantial
Rydberg contributions to the π−π* states. The combined
oscillator strengths of the π−π* states are slightly larger than
the experimental value. The negative oscillator strength in CC2
reflects the imaginary root arising from the quasi-degeneracy of
the states.34

Because of the close energy spacing between the π−π* states,
mixing between them is quite strong, resulting in significant

Table 1. Characterization of the First Absorption Band of 9H-Adenine

RI-CC2 RI-ADC(2) TD-ωB97XD Experimenta

ΔE (eV) f ΔE (eV) f ΔE (eV) f ΔE (eV) f

n−π* 5.08 0.021 5.00 0.026 5.33 0.001
π−π* 5.13 −0.034 5.06 0.169 5.33 0.280 5.16 ± 0.07b 0.24c

π−π* 5.16 0.300 5.07 0.101 5.46 0.012
π−3s 5.39 0.013 5.39 0.010 5.88 0.006
band maximum 4.95 4.87 5.09 5.07,d 4.92c

fwhm/σmaxe 0.57 0.534 0.62 0.497 0.59 0.501 0.55c 0.463c

aExperimental results obtained in vapor. bData taken from ref 32. cData taken from ref 33a. dData taken from ref 33b. efwhm represents the full
width at half maximum; σmax is defined as the maximum of the absorption cross section (in Å2 molecule−1).
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discrepancies for the oscillator strengths of the adiabatic S1 and
S2 states between the different methods presented in Table 1.
For comparison to the experiments, however, the quantity that
matters is the total oscillator strength of the two π−π* states,
rather than their individual values. Furthermore, these values
are also strongly geometry-dependent. These conditions pose
challenges for a proper choice of initial states. Our solution to
this problem is described in section 3.2: the initial state is
probabilistically chosen according to the oscillator strength at
the respective geometry. In other words, the states with strong
oscillator strengths are chosen irrespective of the adiabatic
ordering.
CC2 and ADC(2) predict the S1 minimum of adenine with

an envelope conformation (2E) puckered at C2 (Figure 1). The
minimum is of n−π* nature, but is strongly mixed with π−π*
character. According to the experiments conducted in water,36

the weak luminescence of adenine (quantum yield 2.6 × 10−4)
is peaked at 3.86 eV with a shoulder at 3.00 eV. Our
investigations in the gas phase did not show any evidence of an
energy minimum with a gap as large as 3.86 eV to the ground
state. However, both methods show the existence of a flat
region on the S1 surface (n−π*) with a barrierless connection
to the S1 minimum (see also ref 37). This flat region
corresponds to planar geometries, and it is 3.7 eV (3.6 eV)
above the ground state, according to CC2 (ADC(2)). This
could imply that either CC2 and ADC(2) do not properly
describe a small barrier separating the flat region from the
puckered minimum or that this small barrier is ultimately
caused by interaction of 9H-adenine with water. In any case, the
correspondence between CC2 and ADC(2) emission energies
(3.10 and 2.96 eV, Table 2) and the experimental shoulder at

3.00 eV is once more remarkable. The adiabatic excitation
energy is 4.42 eV at CC2 and 4.29 eV at ADC(2). These values
are also in good agreement with the resonant two-photon
ionization (R2PI) measurements of adenine vapor, which
established the band origin to be in the 4.40−4.47 eV region.38

In comparison, CASSCF optimization of 9H-adenine shows
two minima: one planar and one puckered.39 The energy
barrier connecting them (starting from the highest minimum)
is only 0.12 eV at CASPT2 level, using the CASSCF
geometries. It is not clear at this point whether the inclusion
of dynamic electron correlation in the optimization would
eliminate or enhance this barrier.
TD-ωB97XD predicts the existence of a planar S1 minimum

with n−π* character and an emission energy of 3.98 eV. Every
attempt of optimizing a puckered minimum ends up back at

that planar minimum. This situation is similar to that observed
with other functionals3 and, curiously, it is exactly the opposite
of the CC2 and ADC(2) results discussed above, where a
puckered minimum was found, but not a planar one.

3.2. Absorption Spectrum and Initial Conditions. The
absorption spectrum of 9H-adenine was simulated using the
NE approach, which provides intensities and band widths in
absolute units (although without vibrational resolution).28 The
results are shown in the top portion of Figure 2, together with

the experimental results from ref 33a (see ref 40, too). The
CC2 band maximum (4.95 eV, Table 1) is in excellent
agreement with the vapor spectrum measured by Clark et al.33a

(4.92 eV). The ADC(2) maximum (4.87 eV) is slightly red-
shifted, when the same experiments are compared to each
other. The TD-ωB97XD maximum is blue-shifted by 0.17 eV,
which, remarkably, is the same shift observed in the vertical
excitation. The experimental and simulated full widths at the
half-maximum (fwhm) agree within 0.05 eV. The simulated
maximum of the absorption cross section is larger than the
experimental measurement by 0.07 Å2 molecule−1 for CC2,
0.03 Å2 molecule−1 for ADC(2), and 0.04 Å2 molecule−1 for
TD-ωB97XD (see Table 1).
For ADC(2), initial conditions for dynamics were sampled

from two domains in the simulated spectra: L (low) and M
(medium). The L-domain is defined as residing in the 4.6 ± 0.1
eV range, whereas the M-domain is defined as residing in the
4.8 ± 0.1 eV range (bottom panel of Figure 2). From the initial
Np × Nfs = 500 × 6 = 3000 spectral points used to build the
spectrum, 218 points are in the L-domain and 407 points are in
the M-domain. Each point corresponds to a set of random
nuclear geometry and velocity given by the Wigner distribution.
The M-domain was selected to approximately emulate the

Table 2. Characterization of the S1 Minimum Optimized
with CC2, ADC(2), and TD-ωB97XD (aug-cc-pVDZ) in
Terms of the Vertical Excitation Energy (ΔE), Adiabatic
Excitation Energy (ΔEa), and Cremer−Pople Parameters

CC2 ADC(2) TD-ωB97XD experiment

ΔE (eV) 3.10 2.96 3.98 3.86, 3.00a

ΔEa (eV) 4.42 4.29 4.68 4.40−4.47b

ϕ (°) 246 246
θ (°) 121 121
Q (Å) 0.26 0.27 0.00
Conform. 2E 2E planar

aFluorescence band maximum and shoulder in water (pH 7.3); data
taken from ref 36. bR2PI band origin (gas phase); data taken from ref
38.

Figure 2. Absorption spectrum of 9H-adenine. Top panel shows
results for CC2, ADC(2) and TD-ωB97XD simulations (experimental
results obtained in vapor).33a Bottom panel presents the ADC(2)
spectrum, showing the L (4.6 ± 0.1 eV) and M (4.8 ± 0.1 eV)
domains from where initial conditions for dynamics were selected.
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experimental pump at 251.3 nm (4.93 eV),21e corresponding to
the band maximum. The L-domain was selected to emulate the
pump at 265.1 nm (4.68 eV),21e which is the middle of the low-
energy side of the absorption band.
To select initial conditions from each of these domains, the

photoexcitation probability is computed for each point in the
domain. This probability is given by the oscillator strength of
the point normalized by the maximum oscillator strength in the
ensemble. Then, a stochastic algorithm selects points within the
domain according to this probability. After this screening, 61
points were selected in the L-domain (Table 3): 45 correspond

to excitations into S1, 13 into S2, and 3 into S3. As we limited
our simulations to 50 trajectories in each domain, to keep the
same proportion of points being excited into each state, 38
trajectories were started in S1, 12 in S2 state and none in S3.
With the same selection procedure for the M-domain, we
started 14 trajectories in S1, 32 in S2, and 4 in S3.
3.3. Dynamics. 3.3.1. Suitability of ADC(2) and CC2 for

Dynamics. Dynamics with CC2 was tested with a set of 10
trajectories initiated in the 4.7 ± 0.1 eV domain. All of them
failed due to numerical problems within the first 100 fs. This
happened because of the nonsymmetric CC2 Jacobian, which

tends to produce imaginary eigenvalues (energies) near
degenerated excited states.24

ADC(2) does not show this problem because it has a
symmetric Jacobian, whose eigenvalues are always strictly real.
Dynamics with this method was perfectly stable and trajectories
ran until one of the termination criteria was achieved. In terms
of computational time, 2000 steps for 1 ps trajectory computed
with RI-ADC(2)/aug-cc-pVDZ, 3 excited states, required ∼24
days running on 4 cores of a 2.7 GHz Xeon processor. This
computational demand may, in principle, be alleviated by
restricting the virtual space as discussed in ref 41, but this
feature was not tested in this work.
The reliability of ADC(2) calculations may be estimated by

computing the D1 and D2 diagnostics.
42 The D1 diagnostic

42a

measures the interaction between the Hartree−Fock (HF)
reference state and singly-excited determinants. High D1 values
indicate multireference character of the ground state. The D2
diagnostic42b measures the interaction between the HF
reference and doubly-excited determinants, thus, high values
indicate large contributions of double excitations for the excited
state in question.
The initially recommended values for D1(MP2) and

D2(CCSD) are D1 < 0.04 and D2 < 0.17.42 Even though
adenine has D1(MP2) and D2(ADC(2)) above the recom-
mended thresholds already in the ground-state minimum
(0.042 and 0.26, respectively), all our tests indicated that
ADC(2) provides a good description of the lowest electronic
states of adenine. This seems to imply that the recommended
values, obtained for MP2 and CCSD ground-state calculations
on a benchmark of small molecules (no aromatic systems
included), establish a safety margin that is too narrow to
account for molecules such as 9H-adenine. In fact, based on the
evaluation of excited states computed with CC2 for a set of

Table 3. Number of Spectral Points and of Initial Conditions
in the L- and M-Domains for ADC(2) Simulations

domain (eV) S1 S2 S3 S4 total

4.6 ± 0.1 (L) spectrum 45 13 3 0 61
trajectories 38 12 0 0 50

4.8 ± 0.1 (M) spectrum 34 75 10 1 120
trajectories 14 32 4 0 50

Figure 3. D1(MP2) diagnostic for the ground state and D2(ADC(2)) diagnostic for S1 along the dynamics. Dots indicate the values at the last point
of each trajectory.
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molecules, Köhn and Haẗtig concluded that D1 values up 0.15
and D2 values up to 0.25 are still acceptable.43

D1(MP2) and D2(ADC(2)) diagnostics along the dynamics
are shown in Figure 3 for all trajectories. Most of time, D1 is
between 0.04 and 0.06. Intersections with the ground state are
found with D1 between 0.06 and 0.09, reflecting the strong
multireference character of the ground state in such cases, as
expected. D2 for S1 is mostly between 0.25 and 0.35.
Intersections with the ground state are found for D2 in the
upper region of this domain, indicating some contribution from
double excitations near the crossing.
The exceptional numerical stability of the ADC(2) method

manifested itself in the fact that, if the termination criteria are
not applied, trajectories continue running with formal negative
excitation energies (response state lower than the closed shell)
after S1−S0 crossings. However, note that the ADC(2) method
is not able to treat this area of low S1−S0 gaps properly. In this
area, there should be strong mixing between the closed shell
and the excited configurations, which is absent in the single
reference treatment. Thus, ADC(2) cannot be expected to be
able to properly represent the two-dimensional (2D) branching
space for S1−S0 crossings, just as this is the case for CIS and
TDDFT (in its linear response formalism based on the
adiabatic approximation).44 Therefore, we want to stress that
ADC(2) cannot describe the details of the deactivation process
to the ground state. If information about the precise
deactivation geometry is required or if the dynamics is to be
continued in the S0 state (as is the case, for example, when
computing isomerization quantum yields), then ADC(2) is
certainly not the method of choice and we suggest using one of
the multireference methods, which are already available within
Newton-X. However, if, as in the present case of adenine, we
are interested in excited-state lifetimes or in the general
deactivation pathways used, we can simulate the dynamics until
a small energy gap to the ground state is reached. This provides
approximately a lower limit for the excited-state lifetime and
reliable distribution of excited-state pathways. Even more, if a
fluorescent species is considered or if the primary interest lies in
processes happening within the excited state manifold, ADC(2)
(and, similarly, TDDFT with a properly chosen functional)
may indeed be the efficient and reliable method of choice.
3.3.2. Numerical Test of the Coupling Elements. Before

presenting the results of the dynamics simulations, we will
discuss the reliability of the coupling elements as computed
with the methodology described above. Unfortunately, no
analytic coupling terms are available at the ADC(2) level.
Therefore, we resort to MR-CI, for which analytical coupling
vectors are implemented.45 Specifically, we use MR-CIS out of
a CAS(10,8) reference space, using the same aug-cc-pVDZ
basis set used for the ADC(2) calculations. When performing
this comparison, one should remember that differences will not
only be derived from the approximations in the ADC(2)
coupling elements, but also simply from differences in the wave
function descriptions of the ADC(2) and MR-CIS methods.
For this reason, a systematic evaluation is difficult and we will
limit ourselves to the discussion of one exemplary trajectory
(see Figure 4). This trajectory was chosen as a rather
challenging case, showing two surface hops within a time
window of 10 fs.
In the original ADC(2) trajectory (Figure 4, open circles

(○)) there was a surface hop from S1 to S2 at 143.0 fs after
photoexcitation, quickly followed by a second hop to S1 at
148.5 fs. The first hop was initiated by a small decrease in the

S2−S1 energy gap (0.287 eV), accompanied by a modest F12·v
coupling element (as defined in eq 1) spread out over a few
femtoseconds, reaching a maximum of −0.0055 a.u. at 141.5 fs.
In the case of the second hop, the energy gap was significantly
reduced (0.048 eV), which coincided with a strong positive
coupling reaching up to 0.025 a.u., lasting for only two time
steps.
To evaluate the reliability of these outcomes, we recomputed

the same trajectory at the MR-CIS level. For this purpose,
nonadiabatic coupling vectors F12 were evaluated at the
geometries determined from ADC(2) and the F12·v terms
were explicitly computed with respect to the instantaneous
velocities also derived from the ADC(2) trajectory. The results
are presented as blue crosses (×) in Figure 4. The overall
trends are very similar to ADC(2): In the first part, there is a
lowering of the S2−S1 gap, accompanied by a moderate
coupling (reaching up to −0.0061 a.u., already at 139.5 fs). In
the second part, there is a more weakly avoided crossing with a
positive F12·v element. As opposed to the ADC(2) calculations,
the trajectory reaches a point, which is very close to the MR-
CIS crossing seam (with an energy gap of 0.007 eV at 149.0 fs).
This is accompanied by a highly peaked coupling element at the
same time step (reaching a value of 0.106 a.u.).
In summary, one can say that the approximate ADC(2)

couplings reproduced the results obtained with analytical MR-
CIS coupling vectors in a semiquantitative way. Using the
current implementation, even phase changes in the coupling
elements can be readily identified, thus providing a good
description of cases where multiple nonadiabatic events occur
in close succession. Differences between the coupling elements
(Figure 4b) correlate with energetic differences (Figure 4a),
showing that these are, for the most part, derived from general
differences between the ADC(2) and MR-CIS methods, rather
than specifically from our approximation protocol.

3.3.3. Results of the ADC(2) Dynamics. Surface hopping
trajectories were computed for a maximum of 1000 fs or until a
S1−S0 energy gap smaller than 0.1 eV was reached. Initially,
24% of the trajectories are in S2 in the L-domain and 72% are in
either S2 or S3 in the M-domain (see Table 3). This highly
excited population deactivates to S1 within 60 fs in the L-
domain and 54 fs in the M-domain. After that, small population

Figure 4. Comparison of the ADC(2) and MR-CIS methods for
adenine, using a given ADC(2) trajectory: (a) energy gap between the
first two excited states (solid red circles (●) mark times when the
system is in the S2 state) and (b) nonadiabatic coupling elements.
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fluctuations between S1 and S2 are observed along the
dynamics.
In the cases that a small energy gap to the ground state was

reached, we assumed that internal conversion to the ground
state took place. The fraction of trajectories returning to the
ground state within 1 ps, according to this criterion, is given in

Table 4. The margins of error for the deactivation yields were
computed using the expression46

ε = −
Z

p p
N

(1 )
(6)

where p is the deactivation probability, N is the number of
trajectories, and Z = 1.6449 for a 90% confidence interval.
Half of trajectories in the L-domain returned to the ground

state. In the M-domain, 57% returned to the ground state.
Assuming a simple exponential decay, we can use the
experimental lifetimes21e after pumping at 265.1 nm (L) and
251.3 nm (M) to estimate that 62% and 68% of the population,
respectively, should be in the ground state within 1 ps. This
means that ADC(2) estimates of the deactivation are somewhat
smaller than the experimental values.

With 50 trajectories, the margin of error in the estimate of
the deactivation is ±12% for a 90% confidence level. This
implies, first, that the increase of the deactivation from L to M
is not statistically significant. Second, the small level of
deactivation predicted by ADC(2) compared with the experi-
ment, although still within the limit of the statistical error, may
indicate that ADC(2) is, in fact, overestimating the excited-state
lifetime.
The distribution of trajectories in the space of the Cremer−

Pople parameters47 (Q, θ, and ϕ) is shown in Figure 5. There is
no substantial distinction between trajectories in the L- and M-
domains. Averaging over all time steps and trajectories, the
degree of puckering (Q) in the pyrimidine ring is 0.22 Å for
both domains, which is slightly smaller than the 0.27 Å
observed at the S1 minimum (see Table 2). The Q-distribution
is very asymmetric, with almost no geometries near 0 Å (planar
pyrimidine ring), and a long tail extending to Q as large as 0.7
Å. Intersections to the ground state are reached for Q = 0.5 ±
0.1 Å.
The type of puckering deformation in the pyrimidine ring is

given by the parameters θ and ϕ.48 Trajectories cluster in two
regions of this space corresponding to the 2E (envelope
conformation with C2 above the ring plane) and E2 (envelope
with C2 below the plane). Crossings to the ground state are
found not only at these C2-puckered regions, but also at C6-
puckered regions (for instance, around θ = ϕ = 120°). These
deformations are related to the two types of puckered conical
intersections shown in Figure 1.
The fractions of C2-puckered, C6-puckered, and N−H

stretched geometries used for internal conversion to the ground
state are given in Table 5. For the L-domain, internal
conversion happens mainly through C2 deformations, but
also C6 deformations play a considerable role. The importance
of internal conversion through C6 increases in the M-domain,
practically equaling C2, reflecting the larger amount of available
energy. In both domains, N−H elimination is much more rare.

Table 4. Fraction of Trajectories Returning to the Ground
State within 1 ps

Fraction of Trajectories

L-domain M-domain

S1 0.61 0.64
S2 0.17 0.55
S3 0.50
total 0.50 ± 0.12 0.57 ± 0.12
expta 0.62 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.02

aData taken from ref 21e.

Figure 5. Distribution of Cremer−Pople parameters during the dynamics. Red regions indicate larger densities than black regions. The crosses
indicate the smallest energy gap to the ground state (ΔE12 < 0.1 eV) when trajectories are stopped.
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To help rationalize these results, ADC(2) energy profiles
were computed with linear interpolation of internal coordinates
(LIIC) between the S0 minimum and the S1 minimum, and
then between the S1 minimum and the conical intersections
(Figure 6). Although LIIC tends to overestimate reaction

barriers, it usually reflects the general features of the reaction
paths well, especially when computed with natural internal
coordinates,49 as done here. The reaction barrier to move from
the S1 minimum to the C2 conical intersection is slightly
smaller than that to move to the C6 intersection by 0.08 eV.
Moreover, the barrier to C2 is much closer to the S1 minimum
than the barrier to C6. Thus, energetic factors (barrier height)
and, especially, entropic factors (barrier distance) favor adenine
to move toward C2 intersection rather than to C6 intersection.
This is an indication that the slight predominance of C2
deformations (Table 5) may persist, even for a more statistically
significant ensemble of data.
3.3.4. Comparison among Methods. In a previous work,3

we reported dynamics simulations of 9H-adenine with several
different methods, including ab initio and semiempirical
versions of multireference configuration interaction (MR-CIS
and OM2/MRCI, respectively), and TDDFT with several
functionals. The predicted S0 populations at 1 ps for the M-
domain are shown in Figure 7, together with the experimental
result from ref 21e. We found out that excited-state lifetimes
and distribution of reaction pathways could be significantly
different among the methods, because of the quality of the
potential energy surfaces.
The ultrafast deactivation of adenine is predicted to occur at

deactivation rates comparable to experiment at ADC(2), OM2/
MRCI, and MR-CIS levels, although MR-CIS overshoots the
rate somewhat. No matter the functional, the deactivation level
predicted by TDDFT is far too low, even taking into account

the large margins of errors that are due to the small trajectory
samples. With OM2/MRCI, deactivation occurs mostly at C6
deformed geometries, whereas with MR-CIS, it occurs mostly
at C2 deformed ones. With ADC(2), deactivation occurs
mainly at C2 deformation, but with considerable contribution
of C6. In ref 3, it has been shown that better balanced active
and reference spaces increase the participation of C6 deformed
geometries in MR-CIS dynamics, bringing it closer to the
ADC(2) result.
TDDFT with the ωB97XD functional, which is reported

here for the first time, followed the same pattern that has been
observed with other functionals discussed in ref 3. Fifty (50)
trajectories30 starting in S2 and 20 in S3were simulated,
sampling the entire first spectral band. The deactivation level
was very small and only 6 trajectories (12%) returned to
ground state within 1 ps. For all 6 of these trajectories, C2
deformations are responsible for the energy crossing, which is
also consistent with the previous TDDFT results for other
functionals. As we have discussed in ref 3, the failure of
TDDFT to describe the excited-state dynamics of adenine is
related to the DFT overstabilization of the ground-state
potential energy along planar distortions, compared to out-of-
plane distortions. This effect creates a bias toward motion with
small degree of puckering, delaying the time to reach the
conical intersections.
Even though ADC(2) and OM2/MRCI predict similar S0

populations (Figure 7), potential energy profiles computed at
these and higher levels of theory3 indicate that ADC(2) results
should provide the best results. Compared with CC2 and
CASPT2 profiles (see Figure 4 of ref 3), OM2/MRCI clearly
underestimates the reaction barrier between the S1 minimum
and the C6-puckered conical intersection. This not only
explains the high number of hops at C6-puckered geometries,
but also indicates that OM2/MRCI may be predicting the right
excited-state lifetime in part for the wrong reason. ADC(2), in
turn, has potential energy profiles that compare very well to the
high-level calculations (compare Figure 6 with Figure 4 of ref
3).
One question that remains is why the S0 population

predicted by ADC(2) (57% ± 12%) is smaller (at a significance
level of 0.1) than the experimental result (68% ± 2%).
Although we would need better statistical samples to clarify this
point, we want to briefly discuss possible reasons for this

Table 5. Fraction of Trajectories Returning to the Ground
State in Each of the Three Main Deactivation Channels

Fraction of Trajectories

L-domain M-domain

C2 0.52 0.54
C6 0.36 0.43
H-elimin. 0.12 0.03

Figure 6. LIIC energy profiles of the ground and first excited states
from the S0 minimum to the S1 minimum and then to the C2 and C6
conical intersections (X) computed with ADC(2).

Figure 7. Comparison of the present ADC(2) results for deactivation
within 1 ps with the experimental21e and diverse computational3

results. The TD-ωB97XD result is also reported here for the first time.
Margins of error estimated for a 90% confidence level.
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discrepancy. This, of course, could be an indication of a
methodological shortcoming, e.g., that ADC(2) is not properly
describing the potential energy surface of the lowest excited
state of adenine. We may also point out that other elements
may partially account for the divergence. First, the simulations
included only the 9H tautomer, whereas the experiment may
have appreciable amounts of the 7H tautomer. Another source
of divergence is that, while the simulations are really providing
the S0 population at 1 ps (or with the present methodology at
least an upper bound to it), the experimental value corresponds
to the fitting of the transient absorption spectrum, which
includes information of the ionization process during the
probing.21f,32

4. CONCLUSIONS
Nonadiabatic surface hopping dynamics was implemented
based on on-the-fly electronic structure calculations with the
CC2 and ADC(2) methods available in the Turbomole
program. The implementation of surface hopping based on
TDDFT available in Gaussian 09 also is reported. For all cases,
nonadiabatic couplings are based on overlaps of formal CIS
wave functions. In practical terms, dynamics can be performed
only with ADC(2) and TDDFT, which do not suffer from the
instabilities near degenerate excited states observed in methods
with nonsymmetrical Jacobians.
As a common limitation of a single-reference method,

internal conversion to the ground state cannot be simulated
with ADC(2), although it is possible to follow the nonadiabatic
dynamics involving several excited states until the minimum of
the first excited state or a crossing to the ground state is
reached. The method is also of limited utility when states with
strong double-excitation character are in play. On the other
hand, ADC(2) dynamics (and, in a similar sense, TDDFT with
a proper functional) should be particularly suitable when
dynamical processes occurring within the excited-state manifold
are of interest (e.g., exciton dynamics,50 energy or electron
transfer,15 excimer formation,51 and excited-state proton
transfer52).
9H-Adenine in the gas phase, for which experimental data

and simulated dynamics at various levels are available, was
taken as a test case. The deactivation to the ground state
predicted by ADC(2) is qualitatively correct, but somewhat
smaller than the experimental result. As the present example of
adenine shows, the ADC(2) method has been proven to be a
very viable candidate in performing photodynamics simulations
under the conditions discussed above. The present TDDFT
results failed to predict the ultrafast deactivation of 9H-adenine,
which is consistent with previous TDDFT simulations.3

A long-standing problem in dynamics of 9H-adenine is the
role of each region of the intersection seam for internal
conversion. ADC(2) dynamics predicted that conical inter-
sections with C2 deformations are the main deactivation
channel in the dynamics starting in the low-energy region of the
spectrum. Intersections with C6 deformations are relevant as
well, and its importance tends to increase for absorption in the
high-energy part of the spectrum. Intersections due to H
elimination play only a minor role.
Based on these results for adenine, we conclude that surface

hopping with ADC(2) has a great potential as a single-reference
method to provide high-level information on nonadiabatic
processes involving multiple excited states. However, it will
require more investigations to prove the generally excellent
performance of ADC(2).
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We present surface hopping dynamics on potential energy surfaces resulting from the spin-orbit
splitting, i.e., surfaces corresponding to the eigenstates of the total electronic Hamiltonian including
the spin-orbit coupling. In this approach, difficulties arise because of random phases of degenerate
eigenvectors and possibility of crossings of the resulting mixed states. Our implementation solves
these problems and allows propagation of the coefficients both in the representation of the spin free
Hamiltonian and directly in the “diagonal representation” of the mixed states. We also provide a
detailed discussion of the state crossing and point out several peculiarities that were not mentioned
in the previous literature. We also incorporate the effect of the environment via the quantum mechan-
ics/molecular mechanics approach. As a test case, we apply our methodology to deactivation of
thiophene and selenophene in the gas phase, ethanol solution, and bulk liquid phase. First, 100 trajec-
tories without spin-orbit coupling have been calculated for thiophene starting both in S1 and S2 states.
A subset of 32 initial conditions starting in the S2 state was then used for gas phase simulations with
spin-orbit coupling utilizing the 3-step integrator of SHARC, our implementation of the 3-step prop-
agator in Newton-X and two new “one-step” approaches. Subsequently, we carried out simulations in
ethanol solution and bulk liquid phase for both thiophene and selenophene. For both molecules, the
deactivation of the S2 state proceeds via the ring opening pathway. The total population of triplet states
reaches around 15% and 40% after 80 fs for thiophene and selenophene, respectively. However, it only
begins growing after the ring opening is initiated; hence, the triplet states do not directly contribute to
the deactivation mechanism. For thiophene, the resulting deactivation lifetime of the S2 state was 68 fs
in the gas phase, 76 fs in ethanol solution, and 78 fs in the liquid phase, in a good agreement with the
experimental value of 80 fs (liquid phase). For selenophene, the obtained S2 lifetime was 60 fs in the
gas phase and 62 fs for both ethanol solution and liquid phase. The higher rate of intersystem crossing
to the triplet states in selenophene is likely the reason for the lower fluorescence observed in selenium
containing polymer compounds. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4978289]

I. INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
at the present time can hardly be overestimated. It can pro-
vide accurate information about the relationships between the
macroscopic properties of a system and the underlying interac-
tions among the constituent atoms and molecules. It has proved
extremely valuable for elucidating the dynamics of a very wide
range of elementary chemical processes including photochem-
istry at various time scales, material properties, and protein and
nucleic acids dynamics.1 The ever-increasing power of com-
puters makes it possible to calculate ever more accurate results
about larger and larger systems.

When performing MD simulations of photochemical
processes, the situation is complicated by the presence of
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b)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

jiri.pittner@jh-inst.cas.cz

conical intersections and avoided crossings between excited
states, which enable non-radiative transitions between differ-
ent potential energy surfaces and are thus essential for under-
standing photochemical processes.2 Moreover, non-radiative
transitions between states of different spin multiplicities,
called inter-system crossings (ISCs), play also an impor-
tant role in some photochemical reactions. They are forbid-
den in the non-relativistic limit, but occur when the spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) becomes non-negligible. This is gen-
erally the case when heavy atoms are involved (and spin is
not any more a good quantum number), but ISC can actu-
ally become the dominant process after excitation also in
light-atom molecules.2

Surface hopping molecular dynamics3 is a widely used
semi-classical approach to incorporate non-adiabatic effects
into MD simulations, where the motion of the nuclei was
represented by classical trajectories computed by numeri-
cal integration of Newton’s equations while the time evo-
lution of the population of each electronic state is treated

0021-9606/2017/146(11)/114101/12/$30.00 146, 114101-1 Published by AIP Publishing.
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separately. Transition probability between each pair of states
is computed and a stochastic algorithm is used to decide
whether a transition (“hop”) will occur. If a hop occurs, the
classical trajectory will be propagated on a different poten-
tial energy surface in the following time steps. Statistical
analysis over a large set of independent trajectories then
yields the approximate time-dependent quantum populations
as a fraction of trajectories in each state along the trajec-
tories.

In order to allow intersystem crossings in surface hop-
ping molecular dynamics, we need to take spin-orbit cou-
plings into account. Various approaches to this problem have
been developed in the recent years.4–13 In the most com-
monly used approach,4–10 each spin multiplet is considered
as a single electronic state. It was, however, recently shown
by Granucci et al.14 that this approach is incorrect and that
the multiplet components must be treated separately. A suit-
able approach is to diagonalize the Hamiltonian including
the spin-orbit couplings and perform dynamics on resulting
potential energy surfaces as introduced by Gonzalez and co-
workers.15 This approach requires calculation of the deriva-
tive of the matrix of eigenvectors U (see Sec. II for details)
and poses many difficulties with proper phase alignment of
the U matrices in the consecutive MD steps. Several papers
have been using this approach, but the problems were diffi-
cult to solve and the authors suggested to avoid the need for
phase alignment altogether using the so-called 3-step prop-
agator approach, where the coefficients are transformed to
the molecular Coulomb Hamiltonian (MCH) representation,
propagated, and transformed back to the diagonal representa-
tion.16

In this paper, we present a more general implementa-
tion that handles the problems with the phase alignment and
allows propagation not only in the MCH representation, but
also directly in the representation where the Hamiltonian is
locally diagonal, using the explicit U derivative. Addition-
ally, we show that the 3-step propagator actually does need
phase adjustment for the case of (almost) degenerate eigen-
values, which applies to the systems with small spin-orbit
splitting.

First, we test our implementation on a simple two-state
model system where we reproduce results obtained using
SHARC code. We also use an extended version of this model
to illustrate the necessity for phase control in the 3-step prop-
agator. Then, we proceed to the real photochemical applica-
tions and simulate the ultrafast deactivation of thiophene and
selenophene in gas phase and in solution.

Thiophene and selenophene (see Figure 1 for the struc-
tures) are both important heterocyclic molecules that are
widely used as building blocks for a large variety of polymers,
organic dyes, pharmaceuticals, and other compounds.17,18

Both these molecules have been quite extensively studied both
experimentally (see, for example, Refs. 19–22 and references

FIG. 1. Molecular structures of thiophene (a) and selenophene (b).

within) and theoretically.21–35 It has been suggested that the
deactivation of thiophene is ultrafast in the order of 100 fs with
possible involvement of ISCs.36 Cui and Fang32 have sim-
ulated ultrafast deactivation of thiophene after S1 excitation
at the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF)
level. Very recently, similar results have been obtained by
dynamics at time-dependent density functional theory (TD-
DFT),37 and ADC(2)38 levels for both S1 and S2 states but
neither of these works investigated the effect of spin-orbit
coupling nor the solvent effects.

For selenophene, involvement of ISCs may be even more
pronounced due to higher spin-orbit coupling.39 Recently it has
been claimed responsible for lower fluorescence in selenium
containing polymer compounds.40,41 Moreover, due to the rel-
atively small number of atoms, these molecules are excellent
candidates for the application of our methodology from the
computational point of view.

II. THEORY

We consider the total molecular Hamiltonian to be the
sum of molecular Coulomb Hamiltonian (MCH) and spin-orbit
(SO) Hamiltonian,

H tot = HMCH + HSO, (1)

where the Breit-Pauli SO Hamiltonian is

HSO =
1

2m2c2

2666664
X

i

X

C

ZCe2

r3
iC

ˆ̀iC . ŝi −
X

ij

e2

r3
ij

ˆ̀ij . (ŝi + 2ŝj)
3777775 .

(2)
We compute and diagonalize HSO matrix in a subset of eigen-
states of HMCH (all multiplet components of different MS
have to be considered). In the present work, we have inter-
faced Newton-X42,43 with Molpro,44 where the SO matrix
elements for CASSCF wave function are implemented by
means of an effective one-electron Fock approach, which com-
putes directly the two-electron contributions without storing
the integrals.45

The trajectories can be propagated on surfaces corre-
sponding to eigenstates of HMCH using the Tully’s fewest
switches approach. When working in the MCH basis φj,
propagation of the wave function coefficients becomes

dck(t)
dt
=

X

j

2666666664
−i (EMCH

j δkj + hφk |HSO |φji)|                           {z                           }
H tot

kj (R(t))

− Ṙ(t) · hφk |rR |φji|       {z       }
Kkj(R(t))

3777777775
cj(t) (3)
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or in matrix form

ċ = −(iHtot + Ṙ · K )c . (4)

Note that every component of a triplet state has its own
coefficient ci(t), due to their SO energy splitting.

However, this has two disadvantages: First, the SO cou-
pling elements are not localized like NAD couplings, contra-
dicting the fewest switches idea. Second, the sum of transition
probabilities to 2S + 1 components of the multiplets is not
invariant with respect to a rotation in laboratory frame.14 As a
solution to both problems, Gonzalez et al.15,16 proposed to per-
form a transformation from the MCH basis to eigenfunctions
of H tot.

Transformation from the MCH basis φj to the “diagonal
basis” of H tot eigenfunctions  i can be written as

h j |H tot | ii = Etot
i δij; | ii =

X

j

Uji |φji. (5)

The time-dependent coefficients are then transformed to the
“diagonal basis” as

c̄i =
X

j

U⇤jicj. (6)

In matrix form, we can conveniently write

H
tot

U =UH̄
tot ⌘ UE

tot, c̄ = U
†
c , c=Uc̄ . (7)

Propagation of the c̄ coefficients in the “diagonal basis” is then

d
dt

c̄ = U
† dc

dt
+

dU
†

dt
Uc̄ = U

† dc

dt
− U

† dU

dt
c̄ , (8)

d
dt

c̄ = −U
†(iHtot + Ṙ ·K )Uc̄ − U

† dU

dt
c̄ , (9)

d
dt

c̄ = −(iEtot + Ṙ · K̄ + U
† dU

dt
)c̄ ⌘ Ac̄ , (10)

where K̄ =U
†
KU are transformed SO couplings and we

introduced the “propagator matrix,”

A = −(iEtot + Ṙ · K̄ + U
† dU

dt
). (11)

For a short time step ∆t, when A can be considered
constant, the coefficients can be propagated as

c̄ (t + ∆t) = exp [A∆t] c̄ (t). (12)

The above equation contains a term dU/dt which can
cause numerical problems due to arbitrary phases and unitary
rotations among degenerate eigenvalues. Gonzalez et al.16 pro-
posed to eliminate the explicit use of dU/dt using a “3 step
propagator” technique:

1. transform c̄(t)! c(t);
2. propagate in the MCH basis c(t)! c(t + ∆t);
3. transform c(t + ∆t)! c̄(t + ∆t).

The corresponding propagation equation is

c̄(t + ∆t) = U
†(t + ∆t) exp

f
−(iHtot + Ṙ ·K)∆t

g
U(t)c̄ (t)

⌘ P̄ (t + ∆t, t)c̄(t). (13)

Notice that ∆t here must be much smaller than the nuclear
trajectory propagation time step, typically 0.01 fs; the propa-
gation is computed repeatedly and H

tot, etc., are interpolated

between values at neighboring geometries. Note also that the
transformation matrix U is different in each time step and
chosen to diagonalize the total Hamiltonian.

If we alleviate this condition and employ a general
transformation matrix Ũ to obtain

c̃i(t) =
X

j

Ũ⇤ji(t)cj(t), (14)

where the coefficients c̃i(t) may be in any representation, we
can follow the same procedure as in Equations (8)–(10) to
obtain

d
dt

c̃ = −(iH̃ + Ṙ · K̃ + Ũ
† dŨ

dt
)c̃ , (15)

where K̃ = Ũ
†
KŨ are the transformed NAD couplings and

H̃ = Ũ
†
H Ũ is the transformed Hamiltonian (not necessar-

ily diagonal). This equation is thus a generalization of (10)
to arbitrary time-dependent basis given by the transformation
matrix Ũ .

We have implemented and tested two different approaches
based on this general choice of Ũ . In our first approach, we
take Ũ to be “locally constant,” i.e., the same at the beginning
and at the end of the current time step. To achieve this, in each
time step, we set

Ũ (t − ∆t) = U (t), (16)

Ũ (t) = U (t), (17)

which automatically leads to

dŨ

dt
= 0. (18)

At the beginning of each time step, we transform the “old”
coefficients to the new basis given by Ũ (t − ∆t) = Ũ(t),

c̃ (t − ∆t) = Ũ
†(t − ∆t)c (t − ∆t)

= Ũ
†(t − ∆t)U (t − ∆t)c̄ (t − ∆t)

= U (t)†U (t − ∆t)c̄ (t − ∆t) (19)

and propagate them using (15). This procedure is repeated in
each time step.

The second approach consists of removal of the redundant
degrees of freedom before computing the finite difference of
the U matrix explicitly (considering now a time step from t
to t + ∆t),

dU

dt
(t+∆t/2) =

U (t + ∆t) − U
0(t)

∆t
,

U(t + ∆t) − U(t)
∆t

, (20)

where the transformation U (t) ! U
0(t) aligns all phases and

rotations among degenerate groups of eigenvectors to yield
closest overlap with U(t),

S
0 = U

0(t)†U(t + ∆t). (21)

First, we compute the overlap

S =U(t)†U(t + ∆t) (22)

and zero all matrix elements corresponding to non-degenerate
states (threshold 0.0001 a.u.), so that S becomes block-
diagonal. The resulting transformation U(t)! U

0(t) will thus
affect only the redundant degrees of freedom (change of phases
and mixing of degenerate states).
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Then the singular value decomposition (SVD) of S is
computed,

S =u43†. (23)

For ∆t ! 0, only redundant degrees of freedom remain and
thus 4 ! 1.

Using the SVD (23) and definition of the overlap (22),

u
†
U(t)†U(t + ∆t)v = 4 ! 1 = 3 †3 (24)

and thus
3 u
†
U(t)†U(t + ∆t)! 1. (25)

We define the transform U(t) ! U
0(t) by the requirement

S
0 ! 1 which gives the target transformation

U
0(t) = (3u†U(t)†)† = U(t)u3†. (26)

The modified U
0(t) matrix is then employed in the calculation

of the finite difference (20). It is important to note, however,
that the modified U

0(t) matrix no longer diagonalizes H
tot(t);

hence, it cannot be used in (10), but the more general equation
(15) has to be employed, after setting the Ũ matrices as

Ũ(t) = U
0(t), (27)

Ũ(t + ∆t) = U(t + ∆t). (28)

Moreover, the expansion coefficients from the previous step
have to be transformed to the current step as

c̃ (t) = Ũ
†(t)c (t)

= Ũ
†(t)U(t)c̄ (t)

= U
0†(t)U (t)c̄ (t). (29)

For propagation of the nuclear trajectory, one needs the
gradients of the eigenvalues Etot of the H tot matrix,

rREtot
i = rRh i |H tot | ii = h i |rRH tot | ii (30)

=
X

kl

U⇤kiUlihφk |rRH tot |φli =
X

kl

U⇤kiUlihφk |rR

⇥ (HMCH + HSO)|φli. (31)

Since matrix elements of rRHSO are not available in any
present program, we neglect them (which was done in the work
of Gonzalez et al.16 as well). Then one can further simplify
the gradient expression (31),

hφk |rRHMCH |φli = rRhφk |HMCH |φli − hrRφk |HMCH |φli
− hφk |HMCH |rRφli (32)

= rRhφk |HMCH |φli − EMCH
l hrRφk |φli

−EMCH
k hφk |rR |φli (33)

= δklrREMCH
k + (EMCH

l − EMCH
k )Kkl. (34)

All gradients in the MCH basis as well as NAD couplings thus
contribute to the final gradient in the “diagonal basis,”

rREtot
i =

X

kl

U⇤ki

f
δklrREMCH

k + (EMCH
l − EMCH

k )Kkl

g
Uli.

(35)
The NAD couplings thus contribute twofold—to the c propa-
gation and to the gradients. If only time-derivative couplings
are available, contribution to the gradients has to be neglected.

For the surface hopping, one also has to compute the
hopping probabilities. The “classical” Tully’s formula when
applied to the diagonal basis requires dU/dt explicitly; it is
preferable to use the formula derived first by Granucci et al.46

and also employed by Gonzalez et al.,16

p(k ! j) =
 
max

(
1 − |c̄t(t + ∆t)|2

|c̄k(t)|2 , 0
)!

⇥
<

f
c̄j(t + ∆t)P̄⇤jk c̄⇤k(t)

g
|c̄k(t)|2 −<

f
c̄k(t + ∆t)P̄⇤kk c̄⇤k(t)

g , (36)

where P̄jk are matrix elements of the coefficient propagator in
the diagonal basis

c̄ (t + ∆t) = P̄ (t + ∆t, t)c̄ (t) (37)

and negative p(k ! j) probabilities as well as p(k ! k) are set
to zero.

Then the usual Tully’s stochastic hop procedure is
employed: a uniform random number r from the interval
0  r  1 is selected and the hop to state j is performed if

j−1X

i=1

p(k ! i) < r 
jX

i=1

p(k ! i). (38)

A. Treatment of the crossings of states of different
multiplicities in the surface hopping dynamics

Potential energy surfaces of states with different mul-
tiplicities may freely cross in (n 1)-dimensional crossing
seams. This does not cause any problems in the MCH rep-
resentation where the states may be stored in constant order
determined by S, Ms, and n (canonical ordering). In diagonal
representation, however, the states are ordered only by energy
and the coefficients of the states need to be treated within
the surface hopping scheme in order to avoid unphysical,
non-continuous changes in the populations.

We have implemented several methods for detection of
the state crossings in the diagonal representation, which are
briefly discussed here and in more detail in the supplementary
material. Our preferred approach is to transform the coeffi-
cients and coupling terms of the time step t − ∆t to the new
basis given by U(t), using Equation (19) or Ũ using Equation
(29). These transformations automatically handle the swaps
of states without any numerical thresholds and hence are the
default choice in our implementation.

The 3-step propagator computes the time evolution of the
coefficients in the MCH representation, which does not require
state swapping, as long as canonical ordering is used. The state
swapping is handled automatically by the 3-step process; the
coefficients are first transformed to the MCH representation
where the coefficients are propagated and then transformed
back to the diagonal representation, possibly with a new order
of the states.

B. Necessity of phase alignment in the 3-step
integrator approach

On the first glance, the 3-step propagator thus does not
need any phase alignment of the U matrix whatsoever. This
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was also claimed in Ref. 16; however, in our opinion, it is
still preferable to perform the phase adjustment for the case of
(almost) degenerate eigenvalues, which occurs when SO cou-
pling is small. The eigenvectors corresponding to the degener-
ate eigenvalue may arbitrarily mix among themselves, which
leads to random fluctuations in the populations of the com-
ponents of multiplets; only the total population of the whole
multiplet would remain continuous. A rigorously correct treat-
ment of the degenerate components of multiplets would require
to include spin-spin coupling, which we did not attempt; how-
ever, these non-continuous population transfers may result in
unnecessary hops, which goes against the spirit of the fewest
switches approach and would cause numerical problems if the
derivatives of the coefficients need to be calculated.

The SHARC code actually does implement the phase
alignment by default, but we believe that it needs to be gen-
eralized especially if states of higher multiplicity than triplets
are involved.

In our opinion, the correct alignment procedure should
take into account that in the presence of near-degeneracies the
overlap S=U (t)†U(t +∆t) is close to a block-diagonal matrix
when the order of eigenvectors is the same and has a “block-
permutation” form, when the order is different, rather than
having diagonal or permutation matrix form.

As discussed earlier, in the 3-step propagator, the state
reordering is resolved automatically. When going back to diag-
onal representation after propagation, the states are reordered
and if the active state was reordered as well, it will most likely
result in an indirectly induced hop. Lack of such induced
hops actually means that normal hop would have happened
if the surfaces did not cross, which should be logged and con-
sidered in the analysis. It is also possible to implement an
approach where the states are not sorted by energy, but remain
in their original order. This approach was also implemented to
Newton-X; it does not exhibit noncontinuous changes of coef-
ficients nor crossing-induced hops, both of which complicate
analysis of the trajectories. On the other hand, the order of
states may not be well defined, when the states mix, and thus
it is safer to remove the discontinuities in the post-processing
of the trajectories.

C. The quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) approach

QM/MM, or more generally hybrid gradient, MD methods
allow treating different parts of the system at different levels of
theory, allowing efficient simulation of larger systems. There is
a vast amount of literature reviewing these methods; especially
we can refer to Refs. 47–50. Here we will briefly describe the
main points of the implementation of QM/MM in Newton-X
(a detailed treatment of the hybrid gradient MD in Newton-X
can be found in Ref. 50).

The atoms of the whole system are divided into disjoint
regions. In case of QM/MM, there are two regions: The QM
region is treated with quantum chemical methods, while the
MM part is described using a force field. The implementa-
tion follows the subtractive scheme, where total energies, and
consequently gradients, are given by

ESystem
QM/MM = EQMregion

QMmethod + E System
MMmethod − EQMregion

MMmethod, (39)

where the third term ensures that no interaction will be dou-
ble counted.47 The implementation allows both the electro-
static embedding (where the electrostatic interactions between
the regions are included into the QM Hamiltonian via point
charges) and the mechanical embedding (where the Coulomb
interaction is calculated using the classical force field). For the
simulations including spin-orbit coupling using the interface
with Molpro, only the mechanical embedding is implemented
at the moment.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Static calculations for thiophene and selenophene

We employed the state-averaged CASSCF method, using
the active space of 8 electrons in 7 orbitals with three singlet
and three triplet states optimized with equal weights in the
state-averaging procedure. Although Stenrup31 states that this
active space may lead to symmetry breaking problems, since it
does not contain orbitals needed to describe breaking of both
C–S bonds on an equal footing, in our MD simulations we
did not experience these problems. During MD propagation,
the molecule is never exactly symmetric and one C–S bond
is always longer and weaker, and the CAS(8,7) space thus
contains orbitals needed to break this particular bond. More
details about the CASSCF calculations can be found in the
supplementary material. All the CASSCF calculations have
been done using Molpro.44

As a trade-off between accuracy and computational cost,
we have selected the 6-31G* basis set. In the following, we
present the justification of this choice by a comparison with
other basis sets on geometry optimizations, vertical excitation
energy calculations, potential energy curves, and spectra.

Geometry optimizations of the ground state have been per-
formed using the following basis sets: 6-31G*, 6-31G[*S only]
(6-31G* for S, 6-31G for the rest), TZVP, and TZVPP. The
main geometry parameters are summarized in Table I. For sin-
gle point calculations of vertical excitation energies and spin-
orbit couplings, apart from the aforementioned basis sets, three
additional basis sets have been benchmarked: AVTZ, AVQZ,
and ATZVPP. The vertical excitation energies are compared
in Table II.

Potential energy curves have been calculated to investigate
the potential energy surfaces along the ring opening pathway;

TABLE I. Ground state optimized-geometry parameters: X stands for S or
Se, distances are in Å, angles in degrees.

Thiophene Selenophene
6-31G* TZVP TZVPP 6-31G[*S only] 6-31G*

r(X1) 1.763 1.749 1.721 1.768 1.956
r(X10) 1.733 1.721 1.749 1.735 1.868
r(C12) 1.361 1.355 1.340 1.366 1.363
r(C1020) 1.361 1.340 1.355 1.366 1.361
r(C220) 1.438 1.435 1.435 1.438 1.440
✓1(C10XC1) 90.874 91.035 91.043 90.886 86.431
✓2(XC1C2) 111.339 111.043 112.445 111.258 109.632
✓20(XC10C20) 112.271 112.450 111.042 112.308 112.65
✓3(C1C2C20) 112.719 112.590 112.883 112.763 115.734
✓30(C2C20C10) 112.798 112.882 112.587 112.785 115.552
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TABLE II. Vertical excitation energies of the spin-orbit states of thiophene in eV.

State 631G[*S only] 631G* AVQZ AVTZ ATZVPP TZVP TZVPP

2 3.6748 3.7459 4.9072 4.9205 5.1529 4.3416 4.3385
3 3.6748 3.7459 4.9072 4.9205 5.1529 4.3416 4.3385
4 3.6748 3.7459 4.9072 4.9205 5.1529 4.3417 4.3385
5 5.0626 5.0972 4.9633 4.9786 5.2137 5.5755 5.5738
6 5.0626 5.0972 5.2288 5.2449 5.4598 5.5755 5.5738
7 5.0626 5.0972 5.2288 5.2449 5.4598 5.5755 5.5738
8 6.0840 6.1400 5.2288 5.2449 5.4598 5.9088 5.9102
9 6.0842 6.1402 5.3130 5.3275 5.5621 5.9088 5.9102
10 6.0842 6.1402 5.6034 5.6411 5.8565 5.9088 5.9102
11 6.2387 6.3211 5.6034 5.6411 5.8565 6.1058 6.1079
12 6.4441 6.4539 5.6034 5.6411 5.8565 6.1058 6.1079
13 6.4442 6.4539 5.6153 5.6562 5.9406 6.1058 6.1079
14 6.4442 6.4539 5.9648 5.9957 5.9482 6.3264 6.3279
15 6.5842 6.6197 5.9648 5.9957 5.9482 6.4143 6.4163
16 6.7256 6.7367 5.9648 5.9957 5.9482 7.0613 7.0583

these curves have been calculated by linear interpolation of
internal coordinates (LIIC) procedure, interpolating between
the ground state geometry: the 21A1 minimum, 1B1/1A1 conical
intersection, and 11B1 to a ring opened geometry of 11B1 min-
imum. All these geometries were taken from Ref. 34. In total,
40 geometries were generated for the curve. The following
basis sets have been tested: 6-31G, 6-31G*, 6-31G[*S only],
AVDZ, ATZVP, AQZVP, TZVP, TZVPP, and TZVPP with a
additional optimized Rydberg function, cc-pVTZ, and aug-cc-
pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ. Figure 2 shows the curves obtained
for the 6-31G* basis set used for the MD simulations.

Absorption spectra have been calculated using the line
broadening method43,51 based on 500 single point calcula-
tions on geometries sampled from the Wigner distribution of
the vibrational ground state. The spectrum employing the 6-
31G* basis set is in sufficient qualitative agreement with the
experimental spectrum and can be found in the supplementary
material.

B. Surface hopping dynamics

For both thiophene and selenophene, the energies, gra-
dients, and non-adiabatic and spin-orbit couplings have been

FIG. 2. LIIC curve along the ring opening pathway.

calculated on the state-averaged CASSCF level in Molpro,44

using the active space of 8 electrons in 7 orbitals. The SO
matrix elements are calculated by Molpro using an effective
one-electron Fock approach as detailed in Ref. 45. The ini-
tial geometries and momenta were selected from a Wigner
distribution of the quantum harmonic oscillator in the ground
state.52 The normal modes were calculated in Turbomole53

employing the def2-TZVPP basis and b3-lyp functional,54

using the geometry optimized at the same level. The trajec-
tories were started in the S1 and S2 states of these geometries.
The trajectories were computed using a development ver-
sion of the Newton-X code42,43 and the SHARC code55 for
comparison.

The time step for the dynamics simulations was 0.5 fs,
while the electronic Schrödinger equation was integrated with
a time step of 0.025 fs, employing the unitary propagator
algorithm and using linearly interpolated Hamiltonian in the
sub-steps.

For thiophene, we first computed 100 trajectories start-
ing both in S1 and S2 states using singlet states only. Then
four groups of 32 trajectories have been calculated for both
selenophene and thiophene in the S2 state using the 3-step
approach in SHARC and three approaches in Newton-X: 3-
step, explicit derivative approach using SVD, and the approach
with locally constant U matrix.

The initial conditions for the hybrid gradient calculations
have been prepared following a variation of the protocol sug-
gested in Ref. 56. For the simulations in ethanol, the initial
conditions from the Wigner distribution were solvated in a
spherical cluster containing 500 ethanol molecules using the
Packmol program.57 The system was equilibrated at constant
temperature of 298 K for 100 ps using the Tinker program,58

with the QM part frozen. The equilibration was continued
in Newton-X to further relax the spherical boundary. Before
running the QM/MM trajectories, the QM atoms were sup-
plemented with the matching Wigner distribution of veloc-
ities. For simulations of liquid thiophene and selenophene,
general Amber force field (GAFF)59 has been used and the
MM energies and gradients were calculated by Gromacs.60

The initial structures were generated similarly as for the
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simulation in ethanol, but this time cubical periodic box of 300
MM molecules has been used. Four sets of 32–64 trajectories
have been carried out for both thiophene and selenophene in
ethanol solution and bulk liquid.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Assessment on model systems

We employed a simple model system proposed in Ref.
16; a one-dimensional system consisting of two harmonic
oscillators coupled by a constant off-diagonal term (in atomic
units),

H
model(x) = *,

0.1x2 ⇠

⇠ 0.1(x − 2)2
+- . (40)

The potential energy surfaces of such a system are shown
in Figure 3. We investigate the change of the populations of
the states during a single pass through the crossing region
for various values of ⇠. The population transferred should be
proportional to ⇠2 according to the Landau-Zener theory.61

In Figure 3 of Ref. 16, it is shown that the 3-step integrator
is superior, the approach without any phase correction fails
completely, and for the 1-step approach with phase correction
described in Ref. 16, very small time step is needed and even
then it fails for small values of ⇠.

To compare our implementation with SHARC, we real-
ized the model as a system with two particles, one fixed at
the origin and the other starting at x = 10 with zero initial
velocity. In this way, we could run the simulation in Newton-
X as well as in SHARC without any code modifications, using
the input interface for potential energy surfaces in analytical
form.

The comparison is shown in Figure 4. All three imple-
mentations in Newton-X exactly reproduce the populations
obtained by SHARC (for the low values of ⇠, the SHARC cal-
culations are missing, because the SHARC interface allows
only 6 decimal places for the value of couplings in atomic
units).

To illustrate the need for phase adjustment in the 3-step
approach, we extended the previously mentioned model with
more states, adding an artificial multiplet consisting of four
degenerate states of constant energy. These states have been
assigned different starting populations, but, for simplicity, have

zero couplings with all other states. This simple model emu-
lates a situation where there is a populated multiplet in a system
with small SO coupling. If the phases of the multiplet are
not controlled, even using the 3-step integrator, there can be
oscillations of the populations. In SHARC implementation,
the phases of the eigenvectors in the U matrix are controlled,
but the procedure does not always correctly align the degen-
erate blocks, which leads to occasional oscillations and might
lead to unexpected problems as explained in Section II. In
Newton-X implementation, the degenerate blocks are aligned,
and thus the population of the multiplet stays constant as shown
in Figure 5.

B. Molecular dynamics of thiophene
1. Molecular dynamics without SO couplings

To investigate the effect of spin-orbit coupling on thio-
phene deactivation, we first investigated the dynamics on sin-
glets only. We carried out on-the-fly surface hopping dynamics
including 3 states at CAS(9,7) level, 100 trajectories starting
in the S1 state, and 100 trajectories starting in the S2 state.

Figure 6 shows the adiabatic populations.
Only part of the trajectories that started in the S1 state

exhibit slow non-adiabatic decay, while for the trajectories
starting in the S2 state, we see ultrafast deactivation to the
ground state via the S1 state. This is in contrast with recent
works37,38 employing a larger basis set, where the S1 state also
undergoes ultrafast decay. The S2(1⇡, ⇡⇤) state first decays to
the S1(1⇡,σ⇤) state via a first conical intersection and from
the S1(1⇡,σ⇤) that decays to the ground state S0. Using 6-
31G* basis the states are slightly shifted in energy and the S1
trajectories do not have enough energy to reach the conical
intersection to the (1⇡,σ⇤) state. The potential energies aver-
aged over the trajectories can be found in Figure S3 of the
supplementary material.

The deactivation proceeds via ring opening pathway in all
trajectories that reached the S0 state. The time dependence of
the C–S distance is plotted in Figure 7(a) (the dissociation is
equally likely to happen for both C–S bonds, only the one that
reaches the largest value during the trajectory is plotted). The
CCCC dihedral angles are shown in Figure 7(b) and indicate
that the molecule first stays planar as the C–S bond is elon-
gated, and then the rest of the ring opening happens out of
plane.

The excited state lifetime was obtained by fitting the sum
of S2 and S1 populations with the function f (t) = e−(t−td)/⌧ ,

FIG. 3. Potential energy surfaces in the
model system for ⇠ = 0 (a) and
⇠ = 10 000 cm 1 (b).
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FIG. 4. Population transfer during transition of the crossing in the model
system for various values of the coupling.

where td is the onset of the non-adiabatic events and ⌧ is
the time-constant for the exponential decay. The lifetime is
obtained as ⌧ + td and yields 68 fs, which is in qualitative
agreement with the most recent experimental value of 80 fs22

(liquid phase) and in good agreement with the value of 73 fs
obtained for the S2 state using MD at ADC(2) level.38

2. Molecular dynamics with SO couplings

We carried out surface hopping simulation of thiophene
including both non-adiabatic and spin-orbit couplings. A total
of 12 spin-orbit states, originating from 3 singlet and 3 triplet
states, have been included in the simulations. Four sets of
trajectories were calculated using (i) 3-step in Newton-X,

(ii) 3-step integrator in SHARC, (iii) explicit U derivative
approach, and (iv) approach with locally constant U matrices;
see Section II for more details about these methods. For each
set, 32 trajectories starting in S2 have been calculated using
a subset of initial conditions used for the trajectories without
spin-orbit couplings.

The evolutions of the populations of the states are given
in Figure 8. It can be seen that the population of triplet
states is very low, especially in the beginning of the trajec-
tory. Although the intersystem crossing can occasionally occur
ultrafast (within 100 fs), for the light elements like sulphur, it
is by far not the dominant process and it can be expected that
its influence on the reaction mechanism will be small. The
differences among Newton-X populations are small. When
same random numbers are used in the surface hopping routine,
the MCH populations are exactly reproduced. The SHARC
implementation also yields very similar results. The differ-
ent treatment of phases normally does not influence the MCH
populations. When same random numbers and same settings
for the rescaling of the velocities after the hoppings are used,
the codes give almost identical results, with the only minor
differences being that Newton-X is calculating the spin-orbit
coupling from the Cartesian components with full precision
given by Molpro, while SHARC code is reading the SO matrix
which is given with a fixed precision of 0.01 cm 1 and that
Newton-X uses in the propagation quantities interpolated to
the middle of the substep as opposed to the beginning of the
substep, as used in SHARC.

The trajectories including the spin-orbit couplings also
proceed via the ring opening mechanism virtually indistin-
guishable from the one in Figure 7.

FIG. 5. Populations in the model sys-
tem containing a multiplet without align-
ment in SHARC (a) and with alignment
in Newton-X (b).

FIG. 6. Populations’ evolution of aver-
age adiabatic population of trajectories
starting in S1 (a) and S2 (b).
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FIG. 7. Evolution of geometrical
parameters describing the ring opening:
C–S distance (a) and CCCC dihedral
angle (b).

FIG. 8. Evolution of average adiabatic
population of trajectories starting in the
S2 state calculated in Newton-X (a)
using 3 different implementations with
identical results and by 3-step integrator
in SHARC (b).

Since the overall effect of spin-orbit couplings is relatively
small, it is no surprise that all the implementations produce
equivalent results. The excited states lifetime calculated anal-
ogously to the trajectories without spin-orbit couplings is 68
fs; there is no statistically significant difference compared to
trajectories without spin-orbit coupling included.

3. QM/MM molecular dynamics with SO coupling

Interaction with the solvent may be responsible for part
of the small discrepancy between theoretical and experimental
lifetimes; hence, we decided to employ the QM/MM approach
to incorporate the solvent into our simulations. We carried
out simulations in ethanol and in bulk liquid phase, using
500 ethanol and 500 thiophene molecules in the MM region,
respectively. More details about the composition of the sys-
tems and initial condition for these simulations are given in
Sec. III.

The average adiabatic populations are shown in Figure 9.
The deactivation rate is slightly slower in solvent. The

effective lifetime of the S2 state deactivation is 76 fs for
thiophene in ethanol, and 78 fs for simulation in liquid phase.

Incorporation of the solvent effects has brought the theoretical
results closer to the experimental value of 80 fs.22

The mechanism of the ring opening remains largely
unchanged, and the out of plane motion is slightly reduced,
as may be expected, as the motion of the thiophene molecule
in the QM region is partially sterically hindered by the
surrounding molecules.

C. Molecular dynamics of selenophene
1. Molecular dynamics with SO couplings

Substitution of sulphur by selenium was shown to lead
to a higher rate of intersystem crossing in conjugated poly-
mers;40,41 hence, we decided to study also the selenophene
molecule using the same methodology we used for thiophene.
Indeed, the obtained populations of the triplet states are consid-
erably larger compared to thiophene, as seen in Figure 10. All
three triplet states become populated, as they become almost
degenerate with the single states for the ring-opened geome-
tries. The obtained lifetime of the S2 state is 60 fs, shorter than
68 fs obtained for thiophene.

FIG. 9. Evolution of average adiabatic
population of trajectories of thiophene
starting in the S2 in ethanol (a) and bulk
liquid phase (b).
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FIG. 10. Evolution of average adia-
batic population for an ensemble of tra-
jectories (a) and energies obtained for an
example trajectory (b) of selenophene in
the gas phase, starting in the S2 state.

FIG. 11. Evolution of average adia-
batic population of trajectories of thio-
phene starting in the S2 in ethanol (a)
and bulk liquid phase (b).

We observed about fivefold larger values of the SO cou-
pling matrix elements in selenophene trajectories compared
to thiophene, as illustrated in Figure S4 of the supplementary
material. To determine whether the larger population transfer
to the triplet states is truly due to stronger spin-orbit coupling
rather than due to a different electronic structure and slope
of the potential energy surfaces, we carried out additional
trajectories of thiophene with SO coupling matrix elements
artificially scaled by a factor of five. In these trajectories, as
shown in Figure S5 of the supplementary material, we see
similar population transfer as in selenophene. We can hence
conclude that the transfer of population to the triplet states is
mainly due to larger SO couplings. The mechanism of the deac-
tivation proceeds via ring-opening pathway, very similar to the
one found for thiophene shown in Figure 7. Even with larger
spin-orbit coupling in selenophene, the differences between
the tested methods and their implementations in SHARC and
Newton-X remain negligible, as can be seen in Figure S6 of
the supplementary material.

2. QM/MM molecular dynamics with SO couplings

Similarly to thiophene, we have carried out QM/MM sim-
ulations for selenophene in ethanol and for bulk selenophene
liquid. Figure 11 shows the average adiabatic populations. The
effective lifetime of the S2 state deactivation is 62 fs for both
the ethanol solution and for the bulk liquid phase, only slightly
slower than in the gas phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented surface hopping dynamics on sur-
faces resulting from the spin-orbit splitting of MCH states. Our
implementation allows propagation of the coefficients both in

the representation of spin free Hamiltonian using the 3-step
integrator approach as well as directly in the representation of
the mixed states. The propagation in the representation of the
mixed states requires calculation of the time derivative of the
eigenvectors of the total Hamiltonian with the SO coupling. To
this end, we have implemented two distinct approaches. The
first approach uses singular value decomposition to align the
phases of the eigenvectors and calculate the derivative explic-
itly using finite difference, and the other approach involves
transformation of the basis in such a way that the eigenvec-
tors are locally constant, forcing the derivative to be zero. To
compare the various approaches, we tested them on a simple
analytical model, where the implemented methods reproduced
the dependence of the population transfer on coupling terms
predicted by Landau–Zener theory.

For dynamics in the representation of the mixed states, it
is important to properly treat the crossings of states with differ-
ent multiplicities. We discuss this issue in general for various
implementations of MD with SO coupling, as this topic was
not addressed in sufficient detail in the previous literature. For
the 3-step integrator, we have shown that phase alignment is
required to prevent fluctuations in the population of degener-
ate states (components of triplets or higher multiplets when
SO coupling is small).

We have applied these methods to deactivation of thio-
phene and selenophene after excitation to S2 state in the gas
phase and in liquid phase employing the QM/MM approach.

For thiophene, the effect of spin-orbit coupling is rela-
tively small. The calculated lifetime of the S2 state was 68
fs in the gas phase, regardless whether SO coupling is taken
into account or not. The deactivation proceeds via the ring
opening channel and involves an out of plane movement of
the molecular chain. QM/MM simulations in the liquid phase
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yield the deactivation slightly slower, as the ring-opening is
slowed down by the surrounding molecules. The obtained life-
time of S2 state deactivation is 76 fs and 78 fs for ethanol and
bulk thiophene, respectively, very close to the experimental
value of 80 fs.

For selenophene, the deactivation of the S2 state is slightly
faster with an effective lifetime of 60 fs in the gas phase. Even
though the mechanism of the deactivation is the same as for
thiophene, i.e., the ultrafast ring opening involving only the
singlet states, the population of the triplet states after the ring
openings rises quickly, reaching a total of about 40% after
80 fs, about three times larger than in case of thiophene, con-
firming that inter-system crossings may be a primary cause
for lower fluorescence of polymer compounds when sulphur
is substituted by selenium.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for (i) a discussion about the
treatment of crossings of states of different multiplicities in
various implementations of surface hopping with spin-orbit
couplings, (ii) details of the CASSCF calculation, (iii) the sim-
ulated absorption spectrum, (iv) potential energy surfaces of
thiophene averaged over the trajectories starting in S1 and S2
states, (v) evolution of the norm of the spin-orbit coupling
matrix elements, (vi) populations in additional trajectories for
thiophene with increased values of spin-orbit coupling, and
(vii) comparison of adiabatic populations obtained using the
SVD approach in Newton-X, the 3-step approach in SHARC.
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a b s t r a c t

Fluorescent properties of PRODAN (6-propionyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene) in water were studied by
means of excited state molecular dynamics simulations employing a quantum mechanical and molecular
mechanical approach with the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT QM/MM MD). The
influence of solvation on PRODAN emission was investigated within several computational schemes.
The best correspondence with the experimental emission spectrum was achieved for the planar excited
state PRODAN conformer in the environment of 300 explicit water molecules with polarization effects
included. Hence, it is demonstrated that an extended solvent environment and polarization effects are
responsible for the strong solvatochromic shift of PRODAN emission in water.

Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of major experimental tech-
niques employed for studying biophysical and biochemical phe-
nomena in a wide spectrum of systems, ranging from lipid
membranes to active sites of enzymes [1]. In a typical experiment,
fluorescently active probe molecules or molecular fragments are
introduced into a system under study. Due to the fact that fluores-
cent properties of probes depend on physicochemical properties of
the environment, which is usually manifested as solvatochromic
shifts, the probes report on changes in their vicinity. In biologically
relevant systems, fluorescent probes are usually partially hydrated
and probe-water interactions influence the emission spectra. This
sensitivity to interactions with water can be effectively utilized.
For instance, in the time-dependent fluorescence shift (TDFS)
method, a time evolution of fluorescence due to water reorienta-
tion around a probe is used to gain information about the local
dynamics in the nearest neighborhood of the probe [1,2]. In gen-
eral, hydration of fluorescent probes cannot be neglected and must
be accounted for in a theoretical description of emission processes.

PRODAN (6-propionyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene, see Fig-
ure 1A) and its derivatives are fluorescent probes which are known
for a strong dependence of their emission spectra on the solvation
state and thus they are often employed in time dependent solvent-
relaxation studies, in particular in those focused on hydrated lipid
membranes [3–5]. Despite the extensive use of PRODAN in fluores-
cent studies, its excited state properties are not fully resolved. In

particular, the geometry of the emitting state is still debated.
Namely, either the planar (P-ICT) or twisted (T-ICT) intramolecular
charge transfer state is suggested to be responsible for emission
(see Figure 1 for the structures). The twisted excited state con-
former was predicted to be fluorescently active by both experi-
mental and theoretical studies [6–11]. However, experimental
work by Abelt et al. suggested that the planar conformer is respon-
sible for the PRODAN emission [12,13]. This view was further sup-
ported by the theoretical study of Mennucci et al. employing the
time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) and the sym-
metry-adapted cluster/configuration interaction method (SAC-
CI).[14] Furthermore, it was suggested that the twisted excited
state conformer is artificially stabilized by the TD-DFT method in
combination with the B3LYP functional [14,15]. Hence, recent
computational studies of PRODAN consider only the planar con-
former of the excited state [15–18].

None of the previous computational studies of PRODAN fluores-
cence reproduces the extent of the solvatochromic shift in water.
This issue was recently addressed in the studies of Marini et al.
and Fukuda et al. employing either the TD-DFT/CAM-B3LYP or
CAS-CI method with water accounted for with various solvation
models [15,18]. It was concluded that the explicit solvation effects,
formation of hydrogen bonds, as well as the dynamics of the probe
must be taken into account to fully describe the influence of water
on the emission spectrum of PRODAN. Nevertheless, no study
which would include all these effects was completed so far. In
our recent work, empirical force field molecular dynamics simula-
tions were combined with the TD-DFT/B3LYP quantum chemical
calculations to account for the influence of water on the emission
of PRODAN [19]. The twisted excited state conformer was shown
to be stable in both water and hydrated lipid membranes, and
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was suggested to contribute to the emission spectrum. The electro-
static embedding scheme that was employed in the previous study
accounted for a non-continuum character of the solvent; however,
both the solvent dynamics and formation of hydrogen bonds were
only implicitly included.

In the present work, the influence of the water environment on
PRODAN in the excited state is directly studied by means of the
quantum-mechanics/molecular-mechanics scheme combined with
the molecular dynamics simulations (QM/MM MD). Either PRO-
DAN or PRODAN with several water molecules are treated by the
electronic structure calculations whereas a molecular mechanics
model is employed to account for an extended water environment.
Molecular motion is studied by means of classical molecular
dynamics with trajectories calculated based on forces from QM/
MM calculations. Quantum chemistry calculations are performed
employing the TD-DFT/BHLYP method [20]. To avoid the problem
with artificial stabilization of the twisted charge transfer conform-
ers, the state of the art quantum chemistry method, namely the
completely renormalized equation of motion coupled cluster CR-
EOM-CCSD(T), is employed to benchmark different DFT functionals
[21]. The main aim of this Letter is to gain a quantitative under-
standing of the phenomena which are responsible for the strong
solvatochromic shift in water and which seem necessary to prop-
erly interpret fluorescent spectral properties of PRODAN in biolog-
ical systems.

2. Methodology

2.1. Excited state TD-DFT MD in the gas phase

Excited state molecular dynamics of PRODAN in the S1

state was performed at the TD-DFT level of theory [20]. The
BHLYP functional was employed [22]. Additionally, PBE0 and
B3LYP functionals were tested [23,24]. The def2-SVP basis set
was used [25], as we previously showed that this basis set com-
bined with hybrid functionals properly accounts for absorption
and emission of PRODAN [19]. Benchmark single-point calcula-
tions and geometry optimizations were performed for PRODAN
in the gas phase, also the COSMO continuum solvation model
was employed to approximately account for the influence of
water [26].

The classical motion of nuclei in MD simulations was calculated
by numerical integration of Newton’s equations of motion
employing the velocity Verlet algorithm with a 0.5 fs time step
for the maximum simulation time of 800 fs for each conformer
[27,28]. Generation of initial conditions is described in the Supple-
mentary Material. Simulations were carried out using the Newton-
X software suite (version 1.2.5) [29,30]. Spectra were simulated at
T = 310 K using the nuclear-ensemble method available in New-
ton-X [31]. Energies and gradients were computed on-the-fly using
the Turbomole software (version 6.3) [32].

Figure 1. Molecular structure of PRODAN (A), molecule of PRODAN optimized in the S1 state: planar conformer (B), twisted conformer (C), planar conformer with five water
molecules (PRODAN + 5QM WAT) (D), planar conformer with 300 solvating water molecules (PRODAN + 300MM WAT, five water molecules which were selected for the
quantum subsystem in the PRODAN + 5QM + 295 MM scheme are highlighted) (E). Color coding: carbon atoms (blue balls), hydrogen (white), oxygen (red), nitrogen (navy-
blue), water molecules in MM part in (E) are depicted using a blue stick representation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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2.2. Excited state simulations in the water environment

To account for solute–solvent hydrogen bonds between car-
bonyl oxygen atom of PRODAN and water, TD-DFT/BHLYP MD tra-
jectories were calculated for clusters consisting of PRODAN with
five water molecules in the proximity of the carbonyl oxygen atom
(in the following, we call this scheme PRODAN + 5QM WAT). The
five solvent molecules were selected based on a snapshot from
an equilibrated classical MD trajectory of PRODAN in water in
which the PRODAN molecule was kept in the twisted geometry.
The number of water molecules was chosen to be above two,
which is the typical number of waters forming hydrogen bonds
with the PRODAN carbonyl group (see Results). Hence, we account
for a possibility of water swaps in the vicinity of carbonyl along
simulated MD trajectories.

In order to take a more extended water environment into con-
sideration, the QM/MM approach has been employed [33,34]. The
system was divided into two regions: an inner quantum (QM) re-
gion containing the molecule of PRODAN and an outer classical
(MM) region containing the solvent. In these calculations, 300
water molecules were considered in the classical region (which is
sufficient for full solvation of PRODAN, see Figure 1E); in the fol-
lowing, this computational scheme is called PRODAN + 300MM
WAT. Additional test calculations were performed with PRODAN
and five water molecules in the proximity of the carbonyl oxygen
atom of PRODAN placed the QM region, and the remaining water
molecules located the MM region (PRODAN + 5QM + 295MM
WAT). The QM region was treated similarly as in the gas phase cal-
culations, i.e., the TD-DFT approach with the BHLYP functional and
the def2-SVP basis set was employed for the S1 state. To account
for the presence of the solvent, the effective point charges of water
molecules were included in the quantum mechanical Hamiltonian
by means of the electrostatic embedding scheme [35]. Molecules of
water in the MM region were described employing several sets of
empirical force field parameters. The original version of the widely
used SPC [36] and TIP3P [37] models are not suitable for QM/MM
simulations because they were optimized for use as rigid models
with fixed OH distances. Hence, in this Letter, three flexible water
models are employed: SPC/Fd [38], SPC/Fw [39], and TIP3P/Fs [40].
Moreover, to include polarization effects into the QM/MM ap-
proach employed here, we developed a new computational scheme
based on the polarizable AMOEBA force field [41]. Calculations
were performed employing TINKER code for the classical MM re-
gion, and Turbomole software suite for the QM part of the system
[32,42]. Spectra were simulated at T = 310 K using the nuclear-
ensemble method available in Newton-X software with the in-
house code added in order to account for solvent polarization ef-
fects [29,30]. Further computational details are provided in the
Supplementary Material.

2.3. EOM-CC calculations

As a benchmark, vertical excitation energies for both planar and
twisted PRODAN conformers optimized with the TD-DFT/BHLYP/
def2-SVP method were computed using the equation-of-motion
coupled cluster method with singles and doubles (EOM-CCSD)
and completely renormalized EOM-CCSD with noniterative triples

(CR-EOMCCSD(T)) [21]. The basis set of Sadlej (POL1) was em-
ployed [43]. Calculations were performed with the CR-
EOMCCSD(T) implementation of NWChem [44] (version 5.1) at
the Chinook supercluster system at the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison between DFT functionals and CR-EOM-CCSD(T)

The first singlet excited state of PRODAN (S1) is predominantly
responsible for PRODAN absorption, as shown in previous compu-
tational studies [14,15,19]. The BHLYP functional employed here
also predicts the highest oscillator strength for the S0 ? S1 transi-
tion (0.25), whereas excitations to both S2 and S3 states are less
effective (0.001 and 0.08 oscillator strengths, accordingly). The
molecular conformation of PRODAN in the S1 state is still debated
and an overstabilization of the twisted conformer by various DFT
functionals is the main issue. Figure 1B and C depict planar and
twisted S1 PRODAN conformers optimized in the gas phase
employing the TD-DFT method with the BHLYP functional (atomic
coordinates are given in the Supplementary Information). In Ta-
ble 1, the relative energetic stability of the S1 twisted conformer
over the planar one calculated in the gas phase with B3LYP,
PBE0, and BHLYP functionals is reported along with the results ob-
tained with the CR-EOM-CCSD(T) method, the latter used for
benchmarking the DFT functionals. In CR-EOM-CCSD(T), the planar
conformer is more stable than the twisted one, with the stabiliza-
tion energy equal to 14.0 kcal/mol. In both B3LYP and PBE0 the
twisted conformer has a lower energy (by 7.2 and 4.5 kcal/mol,
accordingly). As suggested in previous theoretical studies of PRO-
DAN, such a stabilization of the twisted state is artificial, resulting
from overstabilization of charge transfer states by some of DFT
functionals [14,15]. In the case of the BHLYP functional, the planar
structure of the excited state in the gas phase is significantly, by
13.0 kcal/mol, more stable than the twisted geometry, the latter
being a local minimum; thus BHLYP well reproduces the relative
stability of planar and twisted S1 conformers of PRODAN and
was hence chosen for examination of excited state properties of
PRODAN in the present study. Note that the S1 ? S0 transition en-
ergy in the twisted state in BHLYP is relatively high, equal to
3.77 eV, and close to the S1 ? S0 energy calculated for the planar
state. As an additional benchmark, we calculated S1 ? S0 energies
using the three considered DFT functionals, for both twisted and
planar conformers of PRODAN solvated with five water molecules;
these results are presented in Table S1 in the Supplementary
Material.

3.2. Emission spectra calculated in the gas phase and in the continuum
solvation model

In Figure 2, emission spectra of PRODAN in the gas phase calcu-
lated with the TD-DFT/BHLYP method for the S1 state employing
molecular dynamics simulations are presented and compared with
the experimental fluorescence spectrum in water. The values of
vertical S1 ? S0 transition energies calculated for the optimized
twisted and planar conformers are marked with bars. The twisted

Table 1
Relative stability and vertical emission energy calculated for planar and twisted conformers of PRODAN employing both TD-DFT with various functionals and the CR-EOM-
CCSD(T) method. Values of oscillator strength are given in parenthesis.

B3LYP PBE0 BHLYP CR-EOM-CCSD(T)

Etwisted Eplanar (kcal/mol) 7.2 4.5 +13 +14
E (eV) S1 ? S0 planar 3.26 (0.20) 3.36 (0.20) 3.72 (0.24) 3.43
E (eV) S1 ? S0 twisted 2.35 (2.6 10e 4) 2.51 (2.5 10 4) 3.77 (5.0 10 4) 3.58
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configuration of the PRODAN molecule was used as an initial struc-
ture in the MD simulation. In the initial 50 fs, the molecule stayed
predominantly in the twisted configuration, then rotation of the
amino group occurred and for the remaining 750 fs of the trajec-
tory the molecule remained in the planar conformation. This pro-
cess of PRODAN planarization is a consequence of the stability of
the planar structure and the transient character of the twisted
one. The spectra presented in Figure 2 labeled as ‘twisted’ and ‘pla-
nar’ were calculated separately for the sections of the trajectory
where the PRODAN molecules was approximately twisted and pla-
nar. The emission band in both cases is located between 3.4 and
4.0 eV, with the center close to the value of 3.7 eV. No significant
change in the emission energy is observed between planar and
twisted configurations. Positions of both peaks corroborate with
the values of vertical transitions calculated for optimized planar
and twisted conformations of PRODAN (see bars in Figure 2).
Regarding the intensity, the twisted spectrum is diminished with
respect to the planar one; the cross section is reduced by approx-
imately a factor of two, in accord with the reduced oscillator
strength for the twisted configuration. Based on oscillation
strength values along the trajectory (results not shown) we con-
clude that the intensity of emission is very sensitive to conforma-
tional changes, and molecular motions of the twisted conformer
can enhance the S1 ? S0 transition intensity. We roughly estimate
that the dynamics of PRODAN in the gas phase accounts for not
more than 0.1 eV red-shift with respect to the static molecular
geometry.

Gas phase spectra simulated with the BHLYP functional, for
both planar and twisted conformer of PRODAN, are blue-shifted

by approximately 1.3 eV with respect to the experimental fluores-
cence spectrum measured in water (see Figure 2); similar shifts
were obtained in gas phase spectra calculations employing other
methods [14]. To approximately account for the influence of water,
we employed the COSMO continuum solvation model. In Table 2,
the results obtained with COSMO are presented (the emission en-
ergy value predicted by COSMO is also shown in Figure 2). For both
planar and twisted conformers, the emission energy in COSMO is
only slightly reduced with respect to that calculated in the gas
phase (0.14 and 0.18 eV for the planar and the twisted case).
Hence, the continuum solvation model is not able to describe the
influence of the water environment on PRODAN emission. This is
in accord with the previous studies where continuum solvation
models are shown to reproduce about 0.2 eV of the PRODAN red
shift in water [14,15].

3.3. Emission spectra calculated in explicit-water models

In the first scheme with explicit water, PRODAN + 5QM WAT,
PRODAN and five water molecules were explicitly included in the
electronic structure calculations. In Figure 1D, a typical snapshot
of the simulated system is presented. During the 700 fs-long TD-
DFT/BHLYP MD trajectory, a planarization of PRODAN occurred
on the timescale below 100 fs, similar to the case of PRODAN with-
out water. The calculated emission spectra are presented in Fig-
ure 3; the spectrum marked as ‘twisted’ was calculated in the
initial section of the trajectory (the dihedral angle between the
amino group and the naphthalene ring larger than 85 ) while the
‘planar’ spectrum was obtained after PRODAN planarization. The
emission in both cases occurs at approximately 3.5 eV. The inten-
sity of the ‘twisted’ spectrum is reduced approximately threefold
with respect to its ‘planar’ counterpart. Both spectra are red-shifted
by 0.2 eV while compared with the solvent-free case (see Fig-
ure 2). This red-shift is similar to that of 0.29 eV resulting from
the inclusion of PRODAN-water hydrogen bonds the earlier study
[15]. The presence of five water molecules in the proximity of
the carbonyl oxygen atom does not, however, lead to an agreement
with the experimental spectrum ( 1.1 eV blue-shift of the calcu-
lated spectra, see the blue line in Figure 2). Note also that in the
presence of explicit water molecules, the twisted S1 state is unsta-
ble, as planarization was observed in MD simulations.

In the second computational scheme including explicit water,
PRODAN + 300MM WAT, PRODAN and 300 water molecules were
considered by means of the QM/MM method. In Figure 1E, a typical
snapshot of the simulated system is presented. The trajectories
were stable for the whole simulation time (over 1500 fs). A reduc-
tion of conformational motion of PRODAN was observed in the
presence of 300 water molecules with respect to the gas phase
case. Water molecules in the MM part of the system were forming
up to two hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl oxygen atom of PRO-
DAN along the trajectories. The S1 ? S0 emission spectra calculated
employing the PRODAN + 300MM WAT scheme for the planar PRO-
DAN conformer with various classical water force field employed
are presented in Figure 4. The emission bands calculated employ-
ing the non-polarizable water models are located in the energy
range 2.6–4.0 eV with maxima at 3.35 eV, and are blue-shifted

Figure 2. Fluorescence spectra of PRODAN calculated employing TD-DFT MD
method in the gas phase. The experimental spectra measured in water is presented
for comparison (in arbitrary units). The energy of the vertical S1 ? S0 transition
calculated with the static TD-DFT method for twisted (black bar) and planar (red
bar) conformers of S1 state in the gas phase are also shown (in arbitrary units). The
energy of S1 ? S0 transition calculated employing the COSMO model is shown as
the green bar; in COSMO, both planar and twisted geometry have virtually the same
S1 ? S0 vertical transition energy, therefore, a single bar is shown. (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Table 2
Properties of planar and twisted excited state conformer of PRODAN calculated both in the gas phase and using the continuum solvation COSMO model employing TD-DFT
method with the BHLYP functional. In COSMO, the stabilization energy of the planar S1 conformer over the twisted one equals to 14 kcal/mol (13 kcal/mol in the gas-phase). The
S1 ? S0 transition has a p ? p⁄ character in the planar, and an n ? p⁄ character in the twisted excited state configuration.

Geometry of the S1 state Gas phase COSMO

E S1 ? S0

(eV)
Osc. strength E S1 ? S0

(eV)
Osc. strength

Planar 3.72 0.24 3.58 0.339
Twisted 3.77 0.0001 3.59 0.0001
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with respect to the experimental one by 1.0 eV. To estimate the
influence of implicit solvent molecules in the QM subsystem and
to account for part of the polarization effects, we reassigned five
waters from the MM region to the QM one in the QM/MM scheme
(PRODAN + 5QM + 295MM WAT). Based on the calculated spectra
(Figure S1 in the Supplementary Material), inclusion of five waters
in the QM region leads to 0.1 up to 0.2 eV emission energy red shift,
depending on the force field employed for MM water.

In the case of the Amoeba force field, where polarization for the
whole system is included, the spectrum is located between 2.2 and
3.4 eV with the maximum at 2.7 eV. Hence, polarization causes
approximately 0.65 eV red-shift, and the spectrum obtained with
water polarization included is blue-shifted with regard to the
experimental by only 0.35 eV. Note that the solvatochromic ef-
fect due to polarizablility of MM water (0.65 eV) is larger than that
of five QM waters (0.2 eV).

In Figure 5, emission spectra of the twisted conformer of PRO-
DAN in water calculated employing the PRODAN + 300 MM WAT
scheme with various water models are presented. The twisted
PRODAN conformation was stable along the simulated trajectories
suggesting that the twisted conformer is stabilized in water. The

intensities of these spectra are significantly lower than in the case
of the planar conformer. It suggests that the planar PRODAN con-
formation is primarily responsible for emission in water. This is
further evidenced by the fact that the emission energy calculated
for the twisted conformer strongly red-shifted with regard to the
experiment. Namely, even though some of the spectra in Figure 5
overlap with the experimental one, it can be assumed that the
one calculated employing the polarizable Amoeba model (red
shifted by 0.65 eV) properly accounts for solvation effects. Hence,
the emission energy of the twisted conformer does not overlap
with the experimental spectrum.

4. Summary and Conclusions

The influence of water on the emission spectrum of PRODAN
was investigated. TD-DFT/BHLYP QM/MM simulations were em-
ployed to assess the influence of both the dynamics and explicit
solvent effects on properties of the excited state of PRODAN. The
state of the art CR-EOM-CCSD(T) single point calculations were
used for benchmarking different DFT functionals. CR-EOM-CCSD(T)
predicts that in the gas phase the planar geometry of the S1 state of
PRODAN is more stable than the twisted one. This stabilization is
properly reproduced by the BHLYP functional.

Static gas phase calculations of the S1 ? S0 transition energy re-
sult in a blue-shift of 1.4 eV with regard to the experiment in
water for both planar and twisted S1 conformers of PRODAN. An
employment of the COSMO continuum solvation model corrects
the gas phase results by only 0.2 eV. Gas phase spectra calculated
employing MD simulations show that the dynamics of the PRODAN
molecule accounts for approximately 0.1 eV red-shift with regard
to the static case, hence the gas-phase emission energies predicted
by MD are blue-shifted by 1.3 eV with regard to the experiment in
water. In both MD and static calculations, the TD-DFT/BHLYP meth-
od predicts the twisted conformer to be unstable in the gas phase.

Earlier studies of PRODAN fluorescence suggest that in protic
solvents an explicit solvation has to be considered to account for
solvent effects. We demonstrate that the presence of five water
molecules in the proximity of the carbonyl oxygen atom of PRO-
DAN leads to a 0.1–0.2 eV red-shift of the emission energy with re-
spect to the gas-phase PRODAN case with non-polarizable
forcefields; but still the emission energy is 1.1 eV above the exper-
imental one. This result was achieved by accounting for the

Figure 3. Fluorescence spectra of PRODAN with five water molecules in the nearest
neighborhood of the carbonyl group (PRODAN + 5QM WAT) calculated employing
TD-DFT MD. The experimental spectrum in water and energies of vertical
transitions are shown for comparison (see the legend of Figure 2).

Figure 4. Fluorescence spectra of the planar conformer of PRODAN in the presence
of 300 classical water molecules (PRODAN + 300MM WAT) calculated employing
TD-DFT MD method in the QM/MM scheme with various classical water models.
The experimental spectrum in water and energies of vertical transitions are shown
for comparison (see the legend of Figure 2).

Figure 5. Fluorescence spectra of the twisted conformer of PRODAN in the presence
of 300 classical water molecules (PRODAN + 300MM WAT) calculated employing
TD-DFT MD method in the QM/MM scheme with various classical water models.
The calculated spectra are multiplied (twentyfold or fivefold) in order to keep the
same intensity scale as that in Figure 5. The experimental spectrum in water and
energies of vertical transitions are shown for comparison (see the legend of
Figure 2).
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dynamics of both solvent and solute as well as by including the five
water molecules in the quantum calculations; due to the latter, for-
mation of solute–solvent hydrogen bonds was explicitly described
at the electronic structure level. These results indicate that interac-
tions with solvent molecules in the closest proximity of the car-
bonyl group do not fully explain solvent effects observed for
PRODAN in water.

We accounted for an extended water environment by consider-
ing various systems consisting of a molecule of PRODAN solvated
with 300 water molecules. When polarizable force-field was em-
ployed for water in these calculations, the emission band was sig-
nificantly, by 1.0 eV, red-shifted with respect to the gas-phase
calculations, with its maximum was located at 2.7 eV. This corrob-
orates relatively well with the experimental value of 2.35 eV mea-
sured in water. When non-polarizable water force-field was
employed, no agreement between simulated and experimental
spectra was obtained. It demonstrates that solvent polarization ef-
fects are crucial for proper description of excited state PRODAN in
water. We estimate that polarization effects account for 0.65 eV
emission blue-shift in water. Note that the importance of polariza-
tion effects in PRODAN emission was demonstrated also by Marini
and co-workers but no emission spectrum was simulated in that
study [15].

The strong emission red-shift observed in calculations upon
inclusion of the extended explicit polarizable water environment
and absent in the presence of only five water molecules or non-
polarizable 300 waters can be rationalized by taking into account
the changes of the electron density during the emission process.
The S1 ? S0 transition alters the electron density not only in the
vicinity of the carbonyl group but also in the naphthalene ring sub-
system. Hence, an extended explicit and polarizable solvation envi-
ronment, well above the five water molecules, is needed to fully
account for the experimentally observed solvatochromic effect. It
is noteworthy that the continuum solvation model is unable to ac-
count for the influence of water on PRODAN emission, in accord
with previous computational studies [14,18].

The present results show that the twisted S1 PRODAN con-
former is stable in water. This confirms our earlier suggestion
made for PRODAN in polar media [19]. However, the absence of di-
rect transitions from the planar to the twisted conformation in
simulated trajectories on the timescale of 1500 fs suggests that
such a conformational change is associated with a relatively high
free-energy barrier. Moreover, the twisted conformer has low
emission intensity, therefore it cannot effectively contribute to
the emission spectrum in water.

Our results suggest the following photodynamic behavior of
PRODAN in water. Upon excitation from the planar ground state
to the planar S1 state, the planar S1 conformer is fluorescently ac-
tive. The conformational change to the twisted state is possible
as this conformation is stable in water, but such a re-configuration
is relatively slow. Moreover, the intensity of the twisted state
emission is relatively low. This scenario settles recent issues
regarding fluorescent properties of PRODAN in water. First, it con-
firms that the planar S1 conformer is predominantly active in fluo-
rescence. Second, it supports the view that the twisted S1 state is
stable in the polar environment; however, the twisted state is fluo-
rescently inactive. The details of PRODAN photodynamics are vital
for biophysical fluorescent techniques employing PRODAN or its
derivatives as fluorescent probes, as those methods are based on
the influence of probe’s environment on its static and dynamics
spectral properties.
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Abstract: Fluidity of lipid membranes is known to play an important role in the functioning of living
organisms. The fluorescent probe Laurdan embedded in a lipid membrane is typically used to assess
the fluidity state of lipid bilayers by utilizing the sensitivity of Laurdan emission to the properties of its
lipid environment. In particular, Laurdan fluorescence is sensitive to gel vs liquid–crystalline phases
of lipids, which is demonstrated in different emission of the dye in these two phases. Still, the exact
mechanism of the environment effects on Laurdan emission is not understood. Herein, we utilize
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) and dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) lipid bilayers,
which at room temperature represent gel and liquid–crystalline phases, respectively. We simulate
absorption and emission spectra of Laurdan in both DOPC and DPPC bilayers with quantum
chemical and classical molecular dynamics methods. We demonstrate that Laurdan is incorporated
in heterogeneous fashion in both DOPC and DPPC bilayers, and that its fluorescence depends on the
details of this embedding.

Keywords: fluorescence; Laurdan; DFT; TDDFT; classical molecular dynamics

1. Introduction

Fluorescence spectroscopy and fluorescence microscopy are key methods for studying phase
behavior in biological lipid membranes [1]. Such a phase behavior determines mobility of membrane
lipids and proteins being crucial for the functioning of living organisms. In this respect, fluorescence
methods often rely on membrane fluorescent probes that report on their lipid environment. Laurdan
is probably the most often used probe for the indication of lipid phase behavior [2,3]. In particular,
the so-called generalized polarization method [4] is frequently used to assess the fluidity of lipid
membranes based on the different behavior of Laurdan emission indioleoylphosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayers. Still, the details of Laurdan emission in
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lipid membranes are not fully resolved. In particular, the influence of the chromophore orientation
and the depth of embedding into the lipid bilayer are not understood. In contrast to the classical
view, recent theoretical works suggest heterogeneous embedding of Laurdan in lipid bilayers with
consequences for its spectral properties [5].

We directly address the issue of the influence of Laurdan orientation and penetration depth
in DOPC and DPPC bilayers on its fluorescence. To this end we employ a combination of classical
molecular dynamics (MD) and quantum chemical TD-DFT calculations. Such a multiscale approach is
required to assess both the behavior of Laurdan embedded in the membrane on tens of nanosecond
timescale and the emission of the excited-state dye under the influence of the membrane environment.

The manuscript is organized as follows. The methods used in both classical and quantum
calculations are described and then the results are presented. First, absorption of Laurdan is analyzed
in order to benchmark the computational TD-DFT methodology. Second, behavior and emission
of excited state Laurdan in lipid membranes is described. All results are obtained for both DOPC
(liquid-like) and DPPC (gel-like) lipid bilayers as these two systems are crucial for understanding the
changes of Laurdan emission on the alteration of the state of lipid environment.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Ground State Absorption Spectra–Benchmarking the TD-DFT Method

Figure 1 shows the PBE0/cc-pVDZ optimized structure of Laurdan in the gas phase; the other
considered methods give practically the same geometries. The molecule is planar in its ground
state with the dipole moment close to 6 Debye, in agreement with earlier computational studies [6].
No significant changes of the molecular geometry employing the COSMO implicit model of solvent
for water and cyclohexane with respect to the gas phase were observed. The values of the vertical
absorption energies, as well as oscillator strength for Laurdan in the gas, water and cyclohexane
phase computed by TD-DFT methods are presented in Tables 1–3. Overall, there is semi-quantitative
agreement between all considered methods. These results are also in agreement with the values
reported in earlier computational studies [6]. The magnitude of oscillatory strength demonstrates that
the S0 to S1 transition is the most pronounced among the first four computed excitations while the
excitation to the fifth state is beyond the energy range used in typical fluorescence experiments. Excited
state energies computed from both functionals were compared with previously measured experimental
data [7], and we found PBE0 to have the best agreement with the experiments. To additionally
benchmark the performance of this functional for description of Laurdan excitation, the absorption
spectra in the gas phase, cyclohexane, and water were calculated with five first excited states of Laurdan
taken into account (see Figure 2) using the semiclassical method. These spectra are in good agreement
with experimental absorption spectra measured at room temperature in water and cyclohexane for
PRODAN which is the fluorescent probe having the same fluorophore as Laurdan [7]. Namely,
the experimentally observed shoulder building up above 400 nm in the polar water environment with
respect to nonpolar cyclohexane is reflected in the spectra calculated here as a shift of the spectrum
toward higher wave numbers while going from gas phase through nonpolar cyclohexane to water.
The results obtained from calculations with both cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets are appreciably
similar. Hence, the cc-pVDZ basis set was chosen for further calculations.
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Figure 1. Optimized structure of ground state Laurdan fluorophore in the gas phase obtained using
DFT PBE0/cc-pVDZ method. Color coding: Carbon–green, oxygen–red, nitrogen–blue, hydrogen–grey.

Table 1. Vertical excitation energies in eV (oscillator strengths are given in parentheses) of Laurdan in
the gas phase calculated employing various TD-DFT functionals and basis sets.

Excited State PBE0/aug-cc-pVDZ PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

S1 3.57 (0.28) 3.57 (0.28) 3.43 (0.28) 3.44 (0.28)
S2 3.81 (0.48 × 10−4) 3.83 (0.58 × 10−4) 3.71 (0.33 × 10−3) 3.73 (0.52 × 10−1)
S3 3.85 (0.77 × 10−1) 3.86 (0.72 × 10−1) 3.73 (0.55 × 10−3) 3.74 (0.56 × 10−3)
S4 4.47 (0.15 × 10−1) 4.49 (0.15 × 10−1) 4.22 (0.13 × 10−1) 4.23 (0.13 × 10−1)
S5 4.54 (0.3) 4.54 (0.31) 4.36 (0.25) 4.36 (0.26)

Excited State PBE0/cc-pVDZ PBE0/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/cc-pVDZ B3LYP/cc-pVTZ

S1 3.64 (0.26) 3.65 (0.27) 3.52 (0.26) 3.52 (0.27)
S2 3.83(0.21 × 10−4) 3.86 (0.41 × 10−4) 3.74 (0.15 × 10−4) 3.78 (0.35 × 10−4)
S3 3.95 (0.62 × 10−1) 3.94 (0.73 × 10−1) 3.82 (0.45 × 10−1) 3.81 (0.52 × 10−1)
S4 4.65 (0.36) 4.64 (0.34) 4.48 (0.31) 4.46 (0.29)
S5 5.13 (0.14 × 10−3) 5.15 (0.21 × 10−3) 4.88 (0.38 × 10−4) 4.91 (0.26 × 10−4)

Table 2. Vertical excitation energies in eV (oscillator strengths are given in parentheses) of Laurdan in
the water environment modeled by implicit COSMO model calculated employing various TD-DFT
functionals and basis sets.

Excited State PBE0aug-/cc-pVDZ PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

S1 3.33 (0.46) 3.34 (0.45) 3.19 (0.45) 3.21 (0.44)
S2 3.69 (0.89 × 10−1) 3.70 (0.89 × 10−1) 3.57 (0.62 × 10−1) 3.58 (0.65 × 10−1)
S3 3.96 (0.54 × 10−4) 3.98 (0.67 × 10−4) 3.88 (0.61 × 10-4) 3.92 (0.74 × 10−4)
S4 4.32 (0.21) 4.33 (0.23) 4.12 (0.18) 4.15 (0.20)
S5 4.67 (0.16 × 10−1) 4.67 (0.15 × 10−1) 4.43 (0.14 × 10−1) 4.44 (0.14 × 10−1)

Excited State PBE0/cc-pVDZ PBE0/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/cc-pVDZ B3LYP/cc-pVTZ

S1 3.44 (0.37) 3.44 (0.41) 3.32 (0.37) 3.31 (0.41)
S2 3.82 (0.10) 3.80 (0.10) 3.69 (0.73 × 10−1) 3.68 (0.74 × 10−1)
S3 3.98 (0.39 × 10−4) 4.04 (0.64 × 10−4) 3.90 (0.34 × 10−4) 3.97 (0.58 × 10−4)
S4 4.47 (0.29) 4.44 (0.27) 4.28 (0.24) 4.26 (0.22)
S5 5.11 (0.16 × 10−1) 5.09 (0.45) 4.95 (0.27) 4.95 (0.33)
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Table 3. Vertical excitation energies in eV (oscillator strengths are given in parentheses) of Laurdan
in the cyclohexane environment modeled by implicit COSMO model calculated employing various
TD-DFT functionals and basis sets.

Excited State PBE0/aug-cc-pVDZ PBE0aug-/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ

S1 3.46 (0.39) 3.47 (0.39) 3.33 (0.39) 3.34 (0.39)
S2 3.79 (0.92 × 10−1) 3.80 (0.88 × 10−1) 3.67 (0.66 × 10−1) 3.67 (0.63 × 10−1)
S3 3.86 (0.58 × 10−4) 3.88 (0.63 × 10−4) 3.77 (0.52 × 10−4) 3.79 (0.59 × 10-4)
S4 4.44 (0.32) 4.44 (0.34) 4.26 (0.27) 4.26 (0.29)
S5 4.55 (0.19 × 10−1) 4.56 (0.18 × 10−1) 4.30 (0.16 × 10−1) 4.32 (0.16 × 10−1)

Excited State PBE0/cc-pVDZ PBE0/cc-pVTZ B3LYP/cc-pVDZ B3LYP/cc-pVTZ

S1 3.55 (0.34) 3.55 (0.36) 3.43 (0.34) 3.43 (0.37)
S2 3.89 (0.33 × 10−4) 3.89 (0.91 × 10−1) 3.77 (0.60 × 10−1) 3.77 (0.66 × 10−1)
S3 3.90 (0.82 × 10−1) 3.902 (0.70 × 10−4) 3.79 (0.52 × 10−) 3.84 (0.52 × 10−4)
S4 4.56 (0.40) 4.54 (0.38) 4.38 (0.34) 4.36 (0.33)
S5 5.15 (0.37) 5.13 (0.44) 4.95 (0.29 × 10−3) 4.98 (0.33)
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Figure 2. Simulated absorption spectra of LAURDAN in the gas phase, water, and cyclohexane
using the TD-DFT/PBE0/cc-pVDZ method. Experimental spectra (taken from Ref. [7]) measured for
PRODAN in water and experiment are shown for comparison.

2.2. Absorption Spectra in Lipid Bilayers

For calculation of absorption spectra, one Laurdan molecule with its complete alkyl chain
incorporated in lipid bilayers was taken into account. Classical MD simulations of Laurdan in
both DOPC and DPPC bilayers were performed. While the molecule of the dye stayed incorporated
in the bilayers during 1000 ns-long simulations in both membranes, the details of its orientation
and the depth of penetration into the lipid phase differ between DOPC and DPPC. In Figures 3
and 4, histograms of fluorophore depth and tilt angle in both bilayers are shown. The tilt angle is
defined as the angle between the bilayer normal and the vector connecting carbonyl the carbon atom
with the nitrogen atom in Laurdan fluorophore moiety. The tilt angle value of zero corresponds to
Laurdan, the fluorophore oriented in parallel to the bilayer normal with its nitrogen atom directed
toward the water phase, 90 degree corresponds to the fluorophore perpendicular to the bilayer
normal, and 180 degree describes a bent fluorophore oriented parallel to bilayer normal with the
nitrogen atom pointing toward membrane interior. Note that in the DPPC bilayer, which under the
simulated temperature is in a gel phase, lipid tails of are on average tilted with respect to bilayer
normal with the most probable value of ~15 degree (as calculated here for sn-1 acyl chains of DPPC).
Penetration depth is defined as the average distance along bilayer normal between the center of mass
of Laurdan and the center of mass of all phosphate atoms in lipid headgroups of the bilayer leaflet
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with incorporated Laurdan molecule. The presented tilt angle and penetration results demonstrate
that Laurdan penetrates significantly deeper into the gel phase DPPC bilayer and attains mostly
orientations close to that of phospholipid tails (most probable tilt angle of ~28 degree with respect
to ~15 degree for sn-1 chains of DPPC). This is in accord with the rigid nature of gel phase DPPC
membranes where orientation of fluorophore “follows” that of lipids. In contrast, in the case of
DOPC, penetration is not that deep and its distribution is wide. This can be rationalized by the less
rigid nature of DOPC membrane which under the considered conditions is in the liquid disordered
phase. Penetration of Laurdan and its accumulation between phospholipids is mostly the result of
a competition between the overall attractive Laurdan-lipids tail–tail interactions and interactions
(not necessarily attractive) between the fluorophore moiety of Laurdan and phospholipid head groups.
The obtained results can be rationalized by prevalence of the tail–tail attractive forces in the case of
well-ordered gel phase where Laurdan chain can easily attain conformation matching that of lipid
tails. On the other hand, in the disordered phase it seems that for entropic reasons tail–tail interactions
are weakened and hence Laurdan penetration is less pronounced. Notably, the fluorophore moiety in
DOPC bilayer has more orientational freedom in that sense that it can more often attain orientations
other than parallel to membrane normal. In particular, it can be oriented in perpendicular to the
bilayer normal (90 degree tilt angle) as well as bend back toward membrane interior (tilt angle above
90 degree). This somewhat surprising reorientation of Laurdan chromophore was also observed in an
earlier classical MD study [5].

In Figure 5, absorption spectra calculated using the QM/MM MD approach for Laurdan in
the considered bilayers are shown together with experimental data. In the experiment, there is no
significant difference between the absorption spectra measured in both lipid membranes. This is
also the case in the simulated data. Note that the lower wavelength band in the calculated spectra is
somewhat shifted with regard to the experiment, this is due to approximate treatment of the membrane
environment. The two bands in the simulated spectra correspond to transition from π→ π* and n→ π*
orbitals of Laurdan.
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of Laurdan in DOPC and DPPC bilayers.

2.3. Emission Spectra in Lipid Bilayers

Classical MD simulations of the Laurdan molecule in the S1 state incorporated in both DOPC and
DPPC bilayers were performed. While depth of membrane penetration (Figure 6) is similar to that
in the ground state, the fluorophore tilt angle (Figure 7) is significantly different. Still, penetration
is deeper and orientational freedom is bigger in the case of the less rigid DOPC. Notably, the tilt
angle distributions, in contrast to the ground state, are bimodal for both membranes; the higher-angle
orientation is however much more pronounced in the DOPC membrane. In order to simulate emission
spectra in each of the membrane, short MD polarizable trajectories were calculated starting from initial
points along the nonpolarizable classical MD run. Then, an electrostatic embedding approach was used
taking multiple snapshots from these polarizable calculations and calculating S1→S0 vertical transition
parameters treating Laurdan at the quantum mechanical level with water and lipids described using
point charges. The resulting emission spectra, together with the experimental ones, are depicted in
Figure 8. There is overall no agreement between absolute positions of experimental and calculated
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spectra which can be rationalized by the lack of explicit water molecules it the electrostatic embedding
approach. In our study, water was represented as point charges from classical trajectory and hence
the results suffer from the lack of both explicit water polarizability and hydrogen bonding. Still,
the calculated spectra allow us to make several qualitative conclusions when compared to experimental
data. While calculated energy maxima overlap, there is a high-wavelength band visible in the spectrum
simulated for DOPC. The occurrence of such a band can be directly related to the experimentally
observed red shift of the emission spectra maxima between DPPC and DOPC. In order to assess
the origin of the band, we analyzed in detail the dependence of the emission parameters on the
fluorophore depth and orientation in lipid membranes. In Figures 9–12, the energy dependence on
depth and tilt angle of fluorophore together with oscillator strength is shown for each of 220 single
point calculations in both bilayers. Even though the high-wavelength emission components in DOPC
cannot be categorically assigned to specific orientation or penetration depth, the data indicate that
the high-wavelength configurations occur for deep and less tilted fluorophore. This indicates that the
differences in orientation of Laurdan in the more fluid DOPC and more rigid DPPC can be responsible
for differences observed in the respective emission spectra.
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3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Quantum Chemical Calculations

The electronic structure calculations were performed employing DFT and TD-DFT quantum
chemical methods [8].Two hybrid functionals, B3-LYP and PBE0, were chosen [9,10] with cc-pVDZ,
cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVDZ, and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets used [11]. Since no frontier orbitals are present on
the alkyl chain of Laurdan, this chain was replaced with one methyl group to decrease computational
cost. Vertical excitation energies for cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis sets are quite similar and they
differ significantly with aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-pVTZ only for fourth and fifth excited states.
Therefore, all dynamic calculations in the manuscript are done with cc-pVDZ basis set to make
them computationally cheap and feasible. Geometry of Laurdan ground and excited S1 states in
the gas phase were optimized by DFT and TD-DFT, accordingly and normal modes analysis was
employed to make sure that the obtained molecular geometries are local minima. For these two
structures, absorption spectra in the gas phase were computed by means of TD-DFT method using
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PBE0 functional with cc-pVDZ basis set. Additionally, the COSMO continuum model of solvent
was employed to model Laurdan in water and cyclohexane environments. In the continuum solvent
approach, the ground state optimal structure optimized in the gas phase was used. All electronic
structure calculations were performed using TURBOMOLE code [12].

3.2. Classical MD Simulations

Classical MD simulations were performed for a single Laurdan molecule incorporated in the
bilayers of both DOPC and DPPC lipids. The bilayers consisted of 128 lipids (64 in each leaflet). Note
that in practical biophysical applications, fluorescent dyes such as Laurdan are typically added in
<1 mol% concentrations in order to minimize potential alteration of the investigated lipid bilayer.
Slipids force field was used for the description of lipids together with TIP3P parameterization for
water [13,14]. The empirical force field parameters for Laurdan were derived here based on the
GAFF force field and employing the Antechamber code with RESP charges calculated in Gaussian
software [15–17]. Overall, the force field development strategy used here for Laurdan was similar to
that used for the original Slipids parameterization. The S1 excited state force field parameters were
obtained by using the ground state geometry of Laurdan with modified atomic charges. These new
RESP-based charges were derived for S1 state of Laurdan in the TD-DFT framework. Note that since
the geometries of S0 and S1 state in Laurdan are virtually the same, the modified charge distribution
using ground state geometry parameters is a reasonable approximation of force field of Laurdan
in the S1 excited state. The same approach regarding the excited state was previously used for a
fluorescent dye with the same fluorophore as Laurdan [7,18]. In the case of S1 state, water polarizability
effects were additionally considered by using Drude/SWM4-NPD force field for water [19]. This is
because, based on our previous study of PRODAN fluorophore, the inclusion of water polarizability is
important for description of fluorescence of the moieties similar to Laurdan [7,20]. MD trajectories of
1000 nanoseconds for S0 state of Laurdan were calculated in both DOPC and DPPC membranes with
equilibration achieved within the first 50 ns and 350 ns for DOPC and DPPC respectively, as judged
from stabilization of Laurdan orientation in the bilayer. For S1 state, multiple (twenty for each
membrane) trajectories of 10 ns length were calculated, starting from equidistantly chosen snapshots
taken from MD trajectory of S0 Laurdan in the corresponding lipid bilayer. Note that the lifetime of S1

state in lipid membranes is within this timescale. Typical parameters for membrane MD simulations
were employed. Namely, periodic boundary conditions were employed with semi isotropic barostat
with 1 bar pressure, and thermostat with the temperature of 305 K used. The time step of 2 fs was
employed for S0 state calculation, and 1 fs for Drude model in S1 state. The cutoff of 1.4 nm was used
for van der Waals and short electrostatic interactions. Long-range electrostatics was accounted for
using the PME method [21]. Calculations were performed using GROMACS software suite [22].

3.3. Simulations of Absorption and Emission Spectra in Lipid Bilayers

Absorption spectra of Laurdan in lipid DOPC and DPPC bilayers were computed by performing
QM/MM MD calculations based on the classical MD trajectories. More specifically, QM/MM MD
trajectories were calculated starting from individual snapshots of Laurdan embedded in the membranes
obtained from classical MD simulations in equilibrium. Thirty equidistant snapshots from each bilayer
MD simulation were used for further QM/MM MD calculations. These snapshots were sampling
different orientations and incorporation depths of the fluorophore in the considered membranes.
These classical MD snapshots served as initial coordinates for sixty QM/MM MD trajectories; from each
of those trajectories several hundreds of random geometries of Laurdan molecule were generated,
and for each of these a single point calculation was performed to obtain absorption cross sections
using semiclassical approximation [20]. The overall absorption spectrum was then simulated assuming
Lorentzian line shape with the phenomenological broadening of 0.1 eV using Newton-X software
(www.newton.org). The QM/MM MD calculations were realized using an in house code which was
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added to the Newton-X software suit [23] allowing for coupling quantum chemical calculations from
TURBOMOLE with classical force field methods from GROMACS code [22].

Emission spectra of Laurdan in lipid bilayers were simulated employing the electrostatic
embedding scheme with Laurdan treated by TD-DFT methods and the membrane and water
environment accounted for by means of point charges. First, two nonpolarizable 150 ns-long classical
MD simulations of S1 Laurdan in DOPC and DPPC bilayers were performed. Each simulation was
started an equilibrated snapshot taken from the previous simulation of S0 Laurdan in the corresponding
bilayer by changing the Laurdan force field from that describing S0 state to S1 state. Along the last 50 ns
each of these two trajectories, 22 equidistant snapshots were generated, both for Laurdan in DOPC and
DPPC. These snapshots served as initial geometries for 22 MD trajectories, each 2 ns-long, employing
polarizable model of water; both for DOPC and DPPC. Finally, 10 snapshots were equidistantly
generated between 1 and 2 ns of each polarizable trajectory; leading to 220 geometries of Laurdan
embedded in the DOPC bilayer, and analogic 220 geometries for Laurdan in the DPPC bilayer. All these
geometries were used for single point TD-DFT calculations of vertical S1→S0 transitions with Laurdan
treated quantum mechanically at TD-DFT/PBE0/cc-pVDZ level, and water and lipids represented
as point charges with point charges the values taken from the force field used in the classical MD
trajectory. The resulting emission spectra of Laurdan in DOPC and DPPC bilayers were simulated
based of vertical S1 to S0 transition energies and oscillator strengths assuming Lorentzian line shape
with the phenomenological broadening of 0.1 eV using Newton-X software.

4. Conclusions

With all the limitations, the TD-DFT approach combined with classical MD simulations can
be used for, at least, a semi-quantitative assessment of fluorescence behavior of Laurdan in the
complex environment of lipid membranes. Absorption of Laurdan is not sensitive to its environment,
as demonstrated in both DOPC and DPPC bilayers. This is similar to PRODAN and other similar
probes, the ground state properties of which, are not influence by environment. On the other hand,
emission properties of Laurdan in lipid bilayers are influenced by the fluorophore orientation and
depth of membrane penetration. In contrast to a ‘classical view’, behavior of these two parameters
for Laurdan is complex in both DOPC and DPPC. In particular, Laurdan fluorophore can not only
attain conformations nearly parallel to bilayer normal but can also undergo significant conformational
changes including almost complete reversal of the fluorescent moiety toward the membrane interior.
Our results suggest that these heterogeneities can be responsible for the occurrence of the low-energy
band of Laurdan emission in DOPC, which is crucial for understanding the methods based on Laurdan
fluorescence. What is of particular importance, significant Laurdan orientational variability was
demonstrated here in pure-lipid membranes. In more complicated lipid bilayers, in particular those
containing cholesterol, embedded proteins and order-disorder lipid phase boundaries, orientation
of Laurdan fluorophore may be further affected which suggests that the analysis of fluorescence
experiments, e.g., generalized polarization, for such systems should be performed with care.
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